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Petitioner/Appellee Dennis P. Glick ("Glick") submits the following 
Brief of Appellee. 
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
Since M. Tamara Holden ("Holden") challenges the trial court's 
grant of extraordinary relief in favor of Glick, who is incarcerated, 
this Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(2) (g) 
(Supp. 1994). 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
1. Did the trial court correctly rule that the Utah Supreme 
Court's interpretation of the Interstate Corrections Compact (the "ICC") 
in Gibson v. Morris, 646 P.2d 733, 735 (Utah 1982) mandates that Glick 
retain the "continued benefit" in Utah of Arkansas prison policies 
regarding security classification, visitation, grooming, and 
disciplinary hearing procedures? 
2. May res judicata bar Glick's claims in this action even 
though: (i) Holden failed to raise res judicata in the pleadings; and 
(ii) the dismissal of Glick's related claims in a federal civil rights 
case dated May 19, 1993 was not on the merits? 
STANDARD OF APPELLATE REVIEW 
In reviewing the trial court's summary judgment ruling in Glick's 
favor, this Court should "review the trial court's conclusions of law 
for correctness . . . including its conclusion that there are no 
material fact issues." Neiderhauser Builders & Dev. Corp. v. Campbell, 
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824 P.2d 1193, 1196 (Utah Ct. App. 1992). The Court should review the 
facts and "all reasonable inferences in a light most favorable to the 
party opposing the motion." Id. 
DETERMINATIVE PROVISIONS 
The following ICC provisions are determinative: 
(d) Each receiving state shall provide regular reports to each 
sending state on the inmates of that sending state in 
institutions pursuant to this Compact including a conduct 
record of each inmate and certify said record to the official 
designated by the sending state, in order that each inmate may 
have official review of his or her record in determining and 
altering the disposition of said inmate in accordance with the 
law which may obtain in the sending state and in order that 
the same may be a source of information for the sending state. 
(e) All inmates who may be confined in an institution 
pursuant to the provisions of this Compact shall be treated in 
a reasonable and humane manner and shall be treated equally 
with such similar inmates of the receiving state as may be 
confined in the same institution. The fact of confinement in 
a receiving state shall not deprive any inmate so confined of 
any legal rights which said inmate would have had if confined 
in an appropriate institution of the sending state. 
(f) Any hearing or hearings to which an inmate confined 
pursuant to this Compact may be entitled by the laws of the 
sending state may be had before the appropriate authorities of 
the sending state, or of the receiving state, if authorized by 
the sending state. The receiving state shall provide adequate 
facilities for such hearings as may be conducted by the 
appropriate officials of a sending state. In the event such 
hearing or hearings are had before officials of the receiving 
state, the governing law shall be that of the sending state 
and a record of the hearing or hearings as prescribed by the 
sending state shall be made. Said record together with any 
recommendations of the hearing officials shall be transmitted 
forthwith to the official or officials before whom the hearing 
would have been had if it had taken place in the sending 
state. In any and all proceedings had pursuant to the 
provisions of this subdivision, the officials of the receiving 
state shall act solely as agents of the sending state and no 
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final determination shall be made in any matter except by the 
appropriate officials of the sending state. 
(h) Any inmate confined pursuant to the terms of this Compact 
shall have any and all rights to participate in and derive any 
benefits or incur or be relieved of any obligations or have 
such obligations modified or his status changed on account of 
any action or proceeding in which he could have participated 
if confined in any appropriate institution of the sending 
state located within such state. 
Utah Code Ann. § 77-28a-l, ICC Art. IV (1990), attached hereto in full 
as Addendum "A." 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of the Case 
This case involves a dispute over the correct application of the 
ICC to Glick, an Arkansas prisoner transferred to Utah under the ICC. 
At issue is the harmonization of the ICC's language that Glick must 
retain Arkansas "rights" and procedural protections while confined in 
Utah, with the ICC language that Glick must be "treated equally" with 
other Utah prisoners. Utah Code Ann. § 77-28a-l, ICC Art. IV(e), (f) 
and (h) . Also at issue is how the Utah Supreme Court's holding that 
transferred inmates like Glick must retain the "continued benefit" in 
Utah of "all laws and procedural rights" of the sending state (Arkansas) 
should affect this harmonization of ICC language. See Gibson v. Morris, 
646 P.2d 733, 735 (Utah 1982). 
Course of Proceedings and Disposition Below 
Glick commenced this action in forma pauperis by filing a Petition 
for Writ of Mandamus (the "Petition") on March 31, 1992 against Holden, 
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who served as warden of the Southpoint Complex, Utah State Prison. (R. 
at 2) . The Petition was assigned to the Honorable Kenneth Rigtrup of 
the Third Judicial District Court of Salt Lake County, but was dismissed 
on July 6, 1992 for failure to attach documents as required by Rule 
65B(c) (3) . (R. at 15) . The dismissal was vacated by the trial court on 
August 11, 1993, and the trial court ordered Holden to answer Glick's 
petition. (R. at 44) . The trial court also ruled that Glick's petition 
was "not frivolous on its face," and ordered the appointment of Alan R. 
Andersen as counsel to assist Glick. Id. 
On August 30, 1993, Holden filed an answer. (R. at 53) . Holden 
failed, however, to list res judicata as one of her affirmative defenses 
in the answer. (R. at 54-56) . Holden has never amended or supplemented 
her answer to include res judicata, and has never included the 
affirmative defense in any pleading. 
Holden filed a motion for summary judgment on September 10, 1993. 
(R. at 69). On September 22, 1993, Glick also filed a motion for 
summary judgment. (R. at 78). The trial court granted Glick's motion 
for summary judgment and denied Holden's motion for summary judgment 
during a September 27, 1993 hearing. Transcript of Hearing, dated 
September 27, 1993 (R. at 331). As demonstrated in the November 22, 
1993 Order granting Glick's motion for summary judgment, Judge Rigtrup 
found dispositive the Utah Supreme Court's interpretation of the ICC in 
Gibson v. Morris, 646 P.2d 733, 735 (Utah 1982), and held that Glick 
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must retain all "rights he would have if still incarcerated in Arkansas, 
and that Arkansas law should apply in any hearings or proceedings 
relating to him." (R. at 289). The trial court specifically concluded 
that Glick must remain subject to Arkansas policies of security 
classification, visitation, grooming, and disciplinary hearing 
procedure, as mandated by the ICC. (R. at 289-90). 
On October 6, 1993, Holden filed a motion for relief from the trial 
court's ruling pursuant to Rule 60(b) (3) of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure, alleging that Glick should have informed the trial court of 
a federal civil rights case (the "Civil Rights Case") in which Glick's 
related civil rights claims were dismissed under 28 U.S.C. § 1915(d). 
See (R. at 182). The trial court denied Holden's motion for relief 
during a November 22, 1993 hearing in which Judge Rigtrup ruled that the 
Civil Rights Case addressed different issues from those involved in this 
case. Transcript of Hearing, dated November 22, 1993 (R. at 349-50). 
The trial court, however, granted Holden's motion for a stay of 
execution of the November 22, 1993 order pending appeal. Id. (R. at 
355) . 
Holden filed a notice of appeal on December 22, 1993, challenging 
the trial court's November 22, 1993 final order in Glick's favor. (R. 
at 293) . 
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Statement of Relevant Facts 
Glick is an Arkansas inmate who has served more than nineteen years 
in prison. (R. at 81) . While in Arkansas, Glick was able to attain and 
maintain the status of Class I-C trusty. Reply Memorandum at Exhibit 
"C" (R. at 81, 144). Class I-C trusty status is "intended for inmates 
who are assigned to very responsible jobs, or inmates who are performing 
any job tasks which require the highest degree of discipline, behavior, 
and responsibility." Id. at Exhibit "B, " Arkansas Inmate Handbook at 26 
(R. at 118) . Glick is eligible for and actively seeking executive 
clemency in Arkansas. Id. at Exhibit "I" (R. 175, 89-90). 
According to Arkansas prison regulations, which "encourage 
opportunities for inmate visits with family members, relatives and 
friends," Glick was not subject to limits on the number or gender of 
visitors he could receive in Arkansas pursuant to his approved list. 
Id. at Exhibit "B," Arkansas Inmate Handbook at 80-81 (R. at 132). In 
Arkansas, Glick was allowed to receive numerous approved visitors, 
several of whom were unrelated females. JEd. at Exhibit "C" (R. at 152, 
81). Glick was also able to style his hair and grow a mustache as he 
pleased, since Arkansas prison regulations stipulate that hair "shall be 
kept neat and clean, " and that there is "no standard hair length or 
style required." id. at Exhibit "B," Arkansas Inmate Handbook at 4 (R. 
at 113). Mustaches and beards are "left to individual choice." Id. 
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In order to be closer to acquaintances in the West and take 
advantage of new and different prison programs, Glick requested and 
received an ICC transfer to Utah on October 21, 1991 pursuant to a 
contract between Utah and Arkansas (the "Contract"). (R. at 2-4, 81). 
The Contract states that, unless "expressly otherwise provided," the 
"laws and administrative regulations and rules of the sending state 
[i.e., Arkansas] shall govern in any matter relating to" a transferred 
inmate. Reply Memorandum at Exhibit "A" (R. at 95) (emphasis added). 
The Contract gives Arkansas the "right" to inspect any Utah prison where 
Glick is being incarcerated in order to verify that Glick is being 
treated "equitably." id. (R. at 96) . Moreover, Glick expressly retains 
certain Arkansas rights, and may not be required to "participate in 
training, industrial or other work program contrary to the laws of 
[Arkansas]." Id. (R. at 99). 
At the time he left Arkansas, Glick's security classification was 
Class I, which is the highest level for "good time" that an Arkansas 
prisoner may receive. id. at Exhibit "D" (R. at 144, 81). After his 
transfer to Utah, however, Glick received a dramatically lower security 
classification of Utah Level 3, depriving him of work privileges he had 
earned in Arkansas. See id. at Exhibit "E" (R. at 157). 
Utah officials also refused to allow Glick visitation and grooming 
rights comparable to those he had enjoyed in Arkansas. In Utah, Glick 
has only been allowed one adult female visitor, "except for members of 
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the immediate family." Reply Memorandum at Exhibit "G, " Utah Inmate 
Handbook at 42 (R. at 86-87, 164). According to Utah prison officials, 
even Glick's niece was considered an unrelated female. (R. at 87). 
Likewise, Utah officials have prevented Glick from maintaining his 
mustache as desired. (R. at 86 n.l). 
Further, Glick has been deprived in Utah of disciplinary hearing 
procedural protections that he would have received in Arkansas. In a 
February 20, 1992 hearing regarding an alleged January 7, 1992 
disciplinary infraction, Utah prison officials failed to follow the ICC 
requirement of conducting the hearing according to Arkansas law and 
procedure, and allowing Arkansas officials to make a final determination 
on the matter. Reply Memorandum at Exhibit "H" (R. at 174, 82). 
Glick commenced this case by filing a Petition for Writ of Mandamus 
on March 31, 1992. (R. at 2). In the Petition, Glick requested that 
the trial court follow the ICC by requiring the Utah Department of 
Corrections to allow Glick to retain the benefit of all Arkansas laws 
and procedural rights while confined in Utah. Id. 
Almost a year later, Glick filed the Civil Rights Case in the 
United States District Court for the District of Utah on January 22, 
1993, alleging federal civil rights violations pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 
1983. See Memorandum in Opposition at Exhibit "B" (R. at 251). On 
March 30, 1993, the federal magistrate issued a Report and 
Recommendation advocating dismissal of most of Glick's claims as 
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"frivolous" under the standard of 28 U.S.C. § 1915(d). Id. at Exhibit 
"C" (R. at 257). On May 19, 1993, the federal district court affirmed 
only a portion of the magistrate's Report and Recommendation, 
disagreeing with the magistrate as to two counts in the Civil Rights 
Case complaint. Id. at Exhibit "D" (R. at 263). The federal district 
court noted that the "threshold question" was "whether a violation of 
the ICC may give rise to a cause of action under 42 U.S.C.A. § 1983." 
Id. (R. at 268). The federal court then dismissed seven of Glick's ten 
counts in the Civil Rights Case under 28 U.S.C. § 1915(d). id. (R. at 
277) . 
As described above, the trial court in this case granted Glick's 
Petition on November 22, 1993, allowing Glick to retain the benefit of 
Arkansas laws relating to security classification, visitation, grooming, 
and disciplinary hearing procedures. (R. at 288). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
The trial court's ruling in Glick's favor is the only possible 
outcome that properly harmonizes two ostensibly competing concepts 
within the ICC: a transferred inmate like Glick must retain the 
continued benefit in Utah of all Arkansas laws and procedural 
protections to which he would be subject absent a transfer; and Glick 
must be treated equally with other Utah inmates. Holden argues that 
this Court should embrace the "treated equally" phrase and ignore the 
extensive ICC references to a transferred inmate's retention of sending 
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state [i.e., Arkansas] privileges and rights. The correct approach, 
however, is not to discard either concept. Consistent with the plain 
terms of the ICC, the Utah Supreme Court's interpretation thereof and 
the Contract, Glick should not be treated worse than similarly situated 
Utah inmates, yet must retain the continued benefit of all Arkansas laws 
and procedural rights while confined in Utah. Such a harmonization of 
the "retention of rights" and "treated equally" concepts is the only 
logical way to make sense of the ICC without following Holden's approach 
of choosing to follow one concept to the complete exclusion of the 
other. 
For at least two reasons, Glick's claims are not barred by res 
judicata. First, Holden waived the affirmative defense of res judicata 
by failing to include it in a pleading. Glick's Civil Rights Case, 
which Holden argues has preclusive effect on this case, was dismissed 
over three months before Holden served her answer. Holden, however, did 
not plead res judicata in her answer or in any other pleading, and is 
barred from raising it now. Second, even if Holden had not waived the 
affirmative defense of res judicata, the defense is inapplicable to 
Glick's claims because the Civil Rights Case was not dismissed on the 
merits. Res judicata is only applicable if the action with apparent 
preclusive effect resulted in a final judgment on the merits. Since the 
Civil Rights Case involved a § 1915(d) dismissal, which is not a 
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dismissal on the merits, res judicata may not bar Glick's claims in this 
case. 
For the foregoing reasons, this Court should affirm the trial 
court's decision to grant summary judgment in Glick's favor. 
ARGUMENT 
I. UNDER THE UTAH SUPREME COURT'S CONTROLLING INTERPRETATION OF 
THE ICC, THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY RULED THAT THE ICC REQUIRES 
THAT GLICK RETAIN THE CONTINUED BENEFIT TN UTAH OF ALL 
ARKANSAS LAWS AND PROCEDURAL RIGHTS• 
According to the plain terms of the ICC, the Utah Supreme Court's 
binding analysis thereof and the terms of the Contract, Glick must 
remain subject to Arkansas security classification, visitation, 
grooming, and disciplinary hearing procedural policies while 
incarcerated in Utah. 
A. The ICC Mandates that Glick Retain the Continued Benefit o f 
All Arkansas Laws and Procedural Rights while Confined in 
Utah. 
Resolution of this case hinges on harmonizing two apparently 
contradictory concepts within the ICC. The "treated equally" clause, 
which Holden cites to the exclusion of other relevant ICC language, is 
one concept that this Court should analyze. The other concept, which is 
more prevalent throughout the ICC, is a transferred inmate's retention 
of substantive and procedural rights that would have been available had 
the inmate remained in the sending state. Neither the "treated equally" 
concept nor the "retention of rights" concept may logically be discarded 
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in favor of the other. To give effect to the inter4: of the Utah 
legislature, a proper construction of the ICC must unif^ ooth concepts. 
The "treated equally" clause must be read in the context of the 
entire sentence and paragraph in which it is located, as well as in the 
context of other relevant ICC provisions. The "treated equally" 
sentence that Holden selectively quotes actually states that inmates 
shall be "treated in a reasonable and humane manner and shall be treated 
equally with such similar inmates of the receiving state as may be 
confined in the same institution." Utah Code Ann. § 77-28a-l, ICC Art. 
IV(e) , (1990) . Further, in the same paragraph, the ICC states that the 
"fact of confinement in a receiving state shall not deprive any inmate 
so confined of any legal rights which said inmate would have had if 
confined in an appropriate institution of the sending state." Id. 
Since "treated equally" is in the same sentence as "reasonabl[y]" 
and "humane[ly]," this Court should infer that the ICC drafters were 
concerned about curbing negative treatment with regard to transferred 
inmates, rather than precluding the retention of rights and laws from 
the sending state that would otherwise be unavailable in the receiving 
state. This conclusion is strengthened by the Contract, which states 
that the sending state has the "right" to verify that the inmates it 
transfers to another state are "treated equitably, regardless of race, 
color, religion, creed or national origin." Reply Memorandum at Exhibit 
"A" (R. at 96) . Moreover, in the same ICC paragraph containing the 
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"treated equally" language, the ICC affirmatively guarantees that a 
transferred inmate may not be deprived of any rights he would have had 
if confined in the sending state. Thus, the ICC's mandate that 
transferred inmates be treated "equally" reflects a concern about 
possible bias or prejudice against transferred inmates, rather than a 
concern that such inmates will retain the protection of laws from the 
sending state that are unavailable in the receiving state. 
Other ICC provisions strengthen the conclusion that the "treated 
equally" language prevents discrimination or bias against a transferred 
prisoner, while allowing such a prisoner to retain certain privileges 
and procedures available in the sending state. The ICC requires that an 
inmate retain "all rights to participate in and derive any benefits or 
incur or be relieved of any obligations or have such obligations 
modified or his status changed on account of any action or proceeding in 
which he could have participated if confined in any appropriate 
institution of the sending state located within such state." Utah Code 
Ann. § 77-28a-l, ICC Art. IV(h). 
In addition, hearings involving transferred inmates are governed by 
the laws of the sending state. Id. at Art. IV(f). Receiving state 
officials must "act solely as agents of the sending state" for such 
hearings and may not make the "final determination," which must be made 
by sending state officials. Id. The "treated equally" clause may not 
trump these coequal ICC provisions. Rather, the ICC allows a 
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transferred inmate to retain certain rights and procedures in the 
receiving state, while not receiving treatment that is worse than that 
experienced by inmates native to the receiving state. The text of the 
ICC itself demonstrates that the trial court's interpretation of 
"treated equally" was correct. 
In the Brief of Appellant, Holden only focuses on the "treated 
equally" clause and fails to analyze other determinative portions of the 
ICC. Without citing any other relevant ICC provisions, Holden would 
have this Court believe that the ICC requirement that all inmates be 
"treated equally" must be given "controlling weight," to the exclusion 
of all other ICC requirements that a prisoner must retain the rights he 
would have had in the sending state. See Brief of Appellant at 11-13. 
Thus, Holden argues that giving effect to ICC provisions other than the 
"treated equally" clause allows an inmate "special privileges" and 
violates the ICC. See id. at 13. 
In support of her argument that the "treated equally" clause 
supersedes all other ICC language, Holden cites two cases that directly 
contradict controlling Utah precedent, and are not persuasive: Stewart 
v. McManus, 924 F. 2d 138, 141-42 (8th Cir. 1991); and Cranford v. State, 
471 N.W.2d 904, 905-06 (Iowa Ct. App. 1991) . See Brief of Appellant at 
13. Neither Stewart nor Cranford constitutes binding precedent in this 
Court, and should not take precedence over the Utah Supreme Court's 
directly contrary construction of the ICC in Gibson v. Morris, 646 P. 2d 
14 
733, 735 (Utah 1982) . Moreover, Stewart and Cranford, like the Brief of 
Appellant, erroneously fixate on the "treated equally" language to the 
exclusion of all other relevant ICC provisions. See Stewart, 924 F.2d 
at 141-42; Cranford, 471 N.W.2d at 905-06. Thus, these two cases are 
unhelpful in analyzing the facts of this case. 
As demonstrated above, Holden's interpretation of the ICC finds no 
support in the text or structure of the ICC as a whole, and makes no 
sense. If Holden's interpretation were adopted, a court would have to 
jettison numerous lengthy ICC provisions and make no effort to harmonize 
the "treated equally" clause with the rest of the statute. Holden's 
approach must be rejected. 
B. The Utah Supreme Court's Controlling Analysis of the ICC 
Mandates that Glick Retain the Continued Benefit of All 
Arkansas Laws and Procedural Rights while Confined in 
Utah. 
In harmony with the plain terms of the ICC itself, the Utah Supreme 
Court's binding interpretation of the ICC supports the Trial Court's 
ruling. The Utah Supreme Court has stated that the ICC assures 
transferred inmates like Glick, "during their confinement in the 
receiving state, the continued benefit of all laws and procedural rights 
of the sending state." Gibson v. Morris, 646 P.2d 733, 735 (Utah 1982) 
(emphasis added). The Gibson court continued: 
If hearings are held in the receiving state, "the governing 
law shall be that of the sending state" and in all such 
proceedings "the officials of the receiving state shall act 
solely as agents of the sending state and no final 
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determination shall be made in any matter except by the 
appropriate officials of the sending state." 
Id. (quoting Utah Code Ann. § 77-28a-l, ICC Art. IV(f)). As noted by 
the trial court, Order Granting Petitioner's Motion for Summary Judgment 
at 2 (R. at 289) , the Utah Supreme Court interprets the ICC as assuring 
Glick the continued benefit of all Arkansas laws and procedural rights 
while confined in Utah. 
Holden argues against the Utah Supreme Court's analysis in Gibson 
by limiting a transferred inmate's retention of rights and protections 
to amorphous "legal rights." See Brief of Appellant at 11-12. The Utah 
Supreme Court, however, has held that a transferred inmate retains the 
"continued benefit of all laws and procedural rights of the sending 
state." Gibson, 646 P.2d at 735 (emphasis added). Thus, Glick's 
retention of rights in Utah is not limited to so-called "legal rights," 
but extends to all laws and procedural protections that would be 
available were he still in Arkansas. 
The text of the ICC supports the Utah Supreme Court's construction 
of the ICC. In addition to safeguarding "legal rights" of transferred 
inmates, the ICC protects a transferred inmate's "rights" to participate 
in or have "his status changed on account of any action or proceeding in 
which he could have participated if confined in any appropriate 
institution of the sending state." Utah Code Ann. § 77-28a-l, ICC Art. 
IV(h) . Further, the ICC preserves a transferred inmate's entitlement to 
have sending state officials make the final determination in any 
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hearing. Ld. at Art. IV(f). Thus, according to the Utah Supreme Court 
and the express terms of the ICC, the rights and privileges maintained 
by Glick in Utah are not limited to purported "legal rights."1 
C. The Contract Expressly Mandates that Glick Retain the 
Continued Benefit of All Arkansas Laws and Procedural 
Rights while Confined in Utah. 
An analysis of the Contract may not proceed separately from the 
text of the ICC itself. Indeed, the first substantive paragraph of the 
Contract states that the ICC's provisions are "made an integral part" of 
the Contract, and that no provision of the Contract "shall be construed 
in any manner inconsistent with [the ICC] . " Reply Memorandum at Exhibit 
"A" (R. at 95) . The ICC itself mandates that all ICC terms "shall be a 
part of any contract entered into by the authority of or pursuant 
thereto, and nothing in any such contract shall be inconsistent 
therewith." Utah Code Ann. § 77-28a-l, ICC Art. Ill(b). According to 
the terms of both the ICC and the Contract, the Contract may not offend 
or contradict the ICC. Thus, the Contract may not abrogate Glick's 
retention of ICC-guaranteed Arkansas substantive and procedural 
1
 Even assuming, arguendo, the correctness of Holden's 
argument that Arkansas law does not grant Glick the legal "rights" 
of classification, visitation, grooming and procedure that he 
seeks, Glick is not seeking the retention of "legal rights" he 
exercised in Arkansas. Rather, he is seeking the continued benefit 
of Arkansas laws and procedural rights, as guaranteed by the Utah 
Supreme Court's interpretation of the ICC. See Gibson, 646 P. 2d at 
735. 
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privileges, and any implications in the Contract to the contrary must be 
rejected. 
The Contract, however, is consistent with an ICC interpretation 
that harmonizes the "treated equally" clause with provisions 
guaranteeing a transferred inmate's retention of rights and protections 
from the sending state. Unless "expressly otherwise provided," the 
Contract states that the "laws and administrative regulations and rules 
of the sending state shall govern in any matter relating to" a 
transferred inmate. Reply Memorandum at Exhibit "A" (R. at 95) 
(emphasis added). The sending state has the "right" to inspect an 
institution in the receiving state where a transferred inmate is 
confined in order to "determine if that institution maintains standards 
of care and discipline not incompatible with those of the sending state 
and that all inmates therein are treated equitably." Id. (R. at 96). 
Further, a transferred inmate may not be required to "participate in 
training, industrial or other work program contrary to the laws of the 
sending state." Id. (R. at 99). Thus, the Contract, like the ICC and 
the Utah Supreme Court's interpretation thereof, preserves the 
applicability of Arkansas law to Glick and mandates the Trial Court's 
ruling. 
Holden, however, attempts to foist upon this Court an 
interpretation of the Contract as separate and superior to the ICC. 
Without explaining the relationship between the Contract and the ICC, 
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Holden cursorily concludes that Arkansas' directives as a principal are 
"best evidenced by the contract." Brief of Appellant at 9-10. Holden 
fails to mention that the ICC is incorporated into the Contract, as 
demonstrated above. The agency relationship between Arkansas and Utah 
prison officials is defined by both the Contract and the ICC, which is 
actually incorporated into the Contract. 
Holden's agency analysis is misleading and flawed. Ignoring Utah 
agency law, Holden bases her agency arguments solely on the Second 
Restatement of Agency. Brief of Appellant at 9-10. This Court has held 
that the "instrument creating [the] agency relationship is to be 
strictly construed." Kline v. Utah Dep't of Health, 776 P.2d 57, 61 
(Utah Ct. App. 1989). As demonstrated above, the Contract and the ICC 
require that Glick retain certain substantive and procedural 
entitlements he would have exercised had he remained in Arkansas. 
In discussing agency, Holden misreads the Contract. Without 
quoting a specific Contract provision, Holden argues that the Contract 
"subjects" transferred inmates like Glick to "Utah law and regulations." 
Brief of Appellant at 10. This argument, which is devoid of any 
support, contradicts the Contract's express language that the "laws and 
administrative regulations and rules of the sending state [i.e., 
Arkansas] shall govern in any matter relating to" a transferred inmate. 
See Reply Memorandum at Exhibit "A" (R. at 95) (emphasis added). Holden 
also argues that the only situation in which Utah rules and regulations 
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would not apply to Glick would arise if Utah attempted to impose 
discipline on Glick that is prohibited by Arkansas.2 Brief of Appellant 
at 10 n.4. Holden ignores the Contract's general premise that Arkansas 
administrative regulations apply to Glick in Utah, as well as the 
Contract's caveat that a transferred inmate may not be required to 
participate in a work program contrary to the laws of the sending state. 
See Reply Memorandum at Exhibit "A" (R. at 95, 99). 
D. Holden's Broad Policy Arguments Should Not Supersede 
the Plain Language of the ICC, the Utah Supreme Court's 
Binding Interpretation Thereof or the Language of the 
Contract. 
In an attempt to compensate for the lack of statutory, common law 
or contractual support for her arguments, Holden resorts only to broad 
policy discussions to support her position. Holden asserts that the 
trial court's decision will deter Utah from participating in the ICC by 
forcing the Utah prison system to "follow the policies and procedures of 
forty-nine other state jurisdictions." Brief of Appellant at 8. It 
would be "administratively unworkable," argues Holden, for a "prison 
system to have to adopt the policies and procedures of another state 
when it accepted that state's inmates." Id. at 11. Such arguments 
2
 Ironically, Holden applies "principles of statutory 
construction" to interpret the Contract. Brief of Appellant at 10 
n.4. Even if it were true (which it is not) that prohibited 
discipline in Arkansas is the "lone exception" to the application 
of Utah rules and regulations to Glick, it is doubtful that 
statutory axioms like "expressio unius est expressio alterius" 
should be used to interpret the Contract. See id. 
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cannot compensate for the absence of statutory and contractual support 
for Holden's position, or trump the Utah Supreme Court's contrary 
construction of the ICC in Gibson. 
Moreover, Holden's policy arguments exaggerate the harmful effects 
of following the plain terms of the ICC. Applying Arkansas regulations 
to Glick would not require the State of Utah to "adopt" Arkansas 
regulations, and would not be difficult administratively. Utah prison 
officials must constantly adjust their policies to meet the unique 
physical, dietary and psychiatric needs of individual inmates. 
Overseeing a transferred inmate under a proper interpretation of the ICC 
would not be significantly different from overseeing one of the many 
Utah inmates with special needs, and would not be unreasonably 
burdensome or unworkable. Holden's policy discussions are unpersuasive. 
Indeed, the policies and equities underlying the ICC decisively 
favor Glick, because Glick's chances of obtaining executive clemency in 
Arkansas depend on the disciplinary record he compiles in Utah. One of 
the primary purposes of the ICC is to provide adequate rehabilitation of 
inmates and to serve the "best interests" of inmates and society. Utah 
Code Ann. § 77-28a-l, ICC Art. I. Under the ICC, Utah must provide 
"regular reports" on Glick to Arkansas, so that Glick may have "official 
review of his . . . record in determining and altering" his status 
according to Arkansas law. Utah Code Ann. § 77-28a-l, ICC Art. IV(d). 
Glick is eligible to apply each year for executive clemency from 
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Arkansas, and his record of disciplinary infractions may factor into the 
clemency decision. See Reply Memorandum at Exhibit "I" (R. at 82, 175) . 
In establishing a record of conduct in Utah, Glick is entitled to the 
protection of Arkansas laws and procedural rights. ICC policy thus 
favors Glick, rather than Holden. 
II. GLICK'S CLAIMS ARE NOT BARRED BY RES JUDICATA, BECAUSE HOLDEN 
WAIVED THE DEFENSE BY FAILING TO PLEAD IT, AND GLICK'S CIVIL 
RIGHTS CASE DISMISSAL WAS NOT ON THE MERITS. 
Holden argues that the trial court's decision in favor of Glick is 
barred by the doctrine of res judicata. This argument, however, fails 
for at least two reasons: Holden waived the defense of res judicata by 
not pleading it; and the Civil Rights Case dismissal with purported 
preclusive effect was not rendered on the merits. 
A. By Failing to Plead the Affirmative Defense of Res Judicata in 
the Answer or Other Pleadings, Holden Waived the Defense, and 
Cannot Raise It Now. 
Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 8(c) expressly lists res judicata as 
a defense that the party seeking to assert must plead "affirmatively." 
Utah R. Civ P. 8. An affirmative defense "raises matters outside the 
scope of plaintiff's prima facie case," must be pleaded and "is not put 
in issue by a denial pursuant to Rule 8 (b) . " Pratt v. Bd. of Educ. , 564 
P.2d 294, 298 (Utah 1977) . According to Rule 12(h) , failure to plead an 
affirmative defense like res judicata constitutes a waiver of the 
defense: 
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A party waives all defenses and objections which he does not 
present either by motion as hereinbefore provided or, if he has 
made no motion, in his answer or reply . . . . 
Utah R. Civ. P. 12(h). Numerous Utah Supreme Court decisions have 
affirmed the rule that failure to plead the affirmative defense of res 
judicata constitutes a waiver. E.g., State v. Perank, 858 P. 2d 927, 931 
n.3 (Utah 1992) (" [r]es judicata is an affirmative defense in both 
criminal and civil cases and therefore is waivable."); Rothey v. Walker 
Bank & Trust Co., 754 P.2d 1222, 1225 (Utah 1988) (since plaintiff 
failed to raise res judicata in the pleadings, the affirmative defense 
was waived.). 
Since Holden failed to plead res judicata, she is now barred from 
raising the defense. Holden's answer, filed on August 30, 1993, does 
not mention res judicata. (R. at 54-56) . Since August 30, 1993, Holden 
has not attempted to amend or supplement the answer to include the 
affirmative defense of res judicata. In fact, nowhere in the pleadings 
is there even an indication that Holden intended to plead res judicata. 
The Civil Rights Case that Holden claims has res judicata effect was 
dismissed on May 19, 1993, Memorandum in Opposition at Exhibit "D" (R. 
at 2 63) , over three months before Holden served her answer on August 30, 
1993. (R. at 53) . According to Rule 8(c), 12(h), and controlling Utah 
Supreme Court doctrine, Holden waived the defense of res judicata. To 
allow Holden to argue res judicata at this late stage in the litigation 
would not only violate an important and well-established rule that such 
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defenses are waived, but would be manifestly unfair to Glick, who did 
not receive the required indication from the pleadings that Holden would 
argue the affirmative defense. 
B. The Federal Civil Rights Case Was Not on the Merits, and 
therefore Has No Res Judicata Effect on this Case, 
Even if Holden had pleaded the affirmative defense of res judicata 
as required under Rule 8(c), the defense would still fail because the 
Civil Rights Case dismissal was not on the merits. Holden argues that 
the May 19, 1993 Civil Rights Case decision, which dismissed portions of 
Glick's § 1983 civil rights action, bars the litigation of similar 
issues in this action. Brief of Appellant at 13-14. After outlining 
the standard of review applicable to lawsuits under § 1915(d), Holden 
baldly contends that the Civil Rights Case dismissal "disposed of the 
merits" of Glick's claims and rendered them barred by res judicata. Id. 
at 15. Holden also notes that Glick did not appeal the Civil Rights 
Case, and states that Glick was "trying for a different ruling on the 
same issue in another court." .Id. at 16. 
Res judicata cannot apply to Glick's claims in this case, however, 
because the Civil Rights Case was not on the merits. In order for res 
judicata to apply, the action with purported preclusive effect must have 
been a "final judgment on the merits." Mel Trimble Real Estate v. Monte 
Vista Ranch, 758 P.2d 451, 453-54 (Utah Ct. App. 1988), ___ denied, 
769 P.2d 819 (1988); see also Copper State Thrift and Loan v. Bruno, 735 
P. 2d 387, 389 (Utah Ct. App. 1987) . The United States Supreme Court has 
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recently held that a "§ 1915(d) dismissal is not a dismissal on the 
merits, but rather an exercise of the court's discretion under the in 
forma pauperis statute." Denton v. Hernandez, 112 S. Ct. 1728, 1734 
(1992). Thus, a § 1915(d) dismissal does not prejudice the "filing of 
a paid complaint making the same allegations," and may only have a 
potential res judicata effect on "frivolousness determinations for 
future in forma pauperis petitions." Id. 
Since Glick's claims in the Civil Rights Case were dismissed under 
§ 1915(d), the dismissal was not a dismissal on the merits, but rather 
an exercise of the federal district court's discretion under the in 
forma pauperis statute. Moreover, the § 1915(d) dismissal of Glick's 
Civil Rights Case claims may not bar Glick's claims in this action 
because res judicata was only potentially applicable during the trial 
court's determination of whether Glick's Petition was frivolous. In 
directing Holden to answer Glick's Petition, the trial court held that 
Glick's Petition "is not frivolous on its face." (R. at 44) . The trial 
court's subsequent ruling in Glick's favor is further evidence that 
Glick's claims in this case are not frivolous. Thus, the Civil Rights 
Case cannot have a res judicata effect on Glick's claims in this action. 
Even if Glick had appealed the Civil Rights Case, Glick could not 
have appealed the decision as if it had been rendered on the merits, but 
only for an abuse of discretion. The United States Supreme Court has 
held that a § 1915(d) dismissal is reviewed for an abuse of discretion, 
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rather than de novo. Denton, 112 S. Ct. at 1734. Anticipating the 
concern that such a limited standard of review would unfairly prejudice 
pro se litigants in later proceedings, the Court stated that such 
decisions would have no preclusive effect on subsequent litigation of 
the merits of a case. See id. It would thus be contrary to the Supreme 
Court's express holding in Denton, contrary to the purposes of in forma 
pauperis proceedings and unfair to decide that the Civil Rights Case 
bars Glick from litigating related issues in this case. Glick's claims 
are clearly not barred by res judicata. 
CONCLUSION 
Judge Rigtrup properly granted summary judgment in favor of Glick, 
and Glick respectfully requests for the foregoing reasons that this 
Court affirm that ruling. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 4 Sr day of September, 1994. 
KIMBALL, PARR, WADDOUPS, BROWN & GEE 
Alan R. Andersen 
Bentley J. Tolk 
Attorneys for Appellee 
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PURPOSE AND POLICY 
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ARTICLE II 
DEFINITIONS 
As used in this Compact, unless the context clearly requires otherwise: 
(a) "State" means a s ta te of the United S ta tes , the United S ta tes of 
America, a Territory or possession of the LJnited Sta tes , the District of 
Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puer to Rico; 
lb) "Sending s tate" means a s ta te party to th i s Compact in which con 
viction or court commitment was had; 
(c) "Receiving s tate" means a s ta te par ty to th i s Compact to which an 
inmate is sent for confinement other than a s ta te in which conviction or 
court commitment was had; 
(d) " Inmate" means a male or female offender who is committed, under 
sentence to or confined in a penal or correctional inst i tut ion; 
(e) "Inst i tut ion" means any penal or correctional facility, including but 
not limited to a facility for the menta l ly ill or menta l ly defective, in which 
inmates as defined in (d) above may lawfully be confined. 
ARTICLE III 
CONTRACTS 
(a) Each party s ta te may make one or more contrac ts wi th any one or more 
of the other party s tates for the confinement of inmates on behalf of a sending 
s ta te in insti tutions si tuated within receiving s ta tes . Any such contract shall 
provide for: 
(1) Its duration; 
(2) Payments to be made to the receiving s t a te by the sending s ta te for 
inmate maintenance, ext raordinary medical and denta l expenses, and 
any participation in or receipt by inmates of rehabi la t ive or correctional 
services, facilities, programs or t r ea tmen t not reasonably included as part 
of normal maintenance; 
(3) Participation in programs of inmate employment , if any, the dispo-
sition or crediting of any payments received by inmates on account 
thereof, and the crediting of proceeds from or disposal of any products 
result ing therefrom; 
(4) Delivery and re taking of inmates ; 
(5) Such other mat ters as may he necessary and appropr ia te to fix the 
obligations, responsibilities and r ights of the sending and receiving 
states . 
(b) The terms and provisions of th is Compact shall be a par t of any contract 
entered into by the authori ty of or pu r suan t thereto , and noth ing in any such 
contract shall be inconsistent therewi th . 
ARTICLE IV 
PROCEDURES AND RIGHTS 
(a) Whenever the duly constituted author i t ies in a s t a t e par ty to this Com-
pact, and which has entered into a contract p u r s u a n t to Article III, shall 
decide tha t confinement in, or t ransfer of an inmate to, a n inst i tut ion within 
the terr i tory of another party s ta te is necessary or des i rable in order to pro-
vide adequate quar te r s and care of an appropria te p rogram of rehabi l i ta t ion 
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or treatment, said officials may direct that the confinement be within an 
institution with the territory of said other party state, the receiving state to 
act in that regard solely as agent for the sending state. 
(b) The appropriate officials of any state party to this Compact shall have 
access, at all reasonable times, to any institution in which it has a contractual 
right to confine inmates for the purpose of inspecting the facilities thereof and 
visiting such of its inmates as may be confined in the institution. 
(c) Inmates confined in an institution pursuant to the terms of this Com-
pact shall at all times be subject to the jurisdiction of the sending state and 
may at any time be removed therefrom for transfer to a prison or other insti-
tution within the sending state, for transfer to another institution in which 
the sending state may have a contractual or other right to confine inmates, tor 
release on probation or parole, for discharge, or for any other purpose permit-
ted by the laws of the sending state; provided, that the sending state shall 
continue to be obligated to such payments as may be required pursuant to the 
terms of any contract entered into under the terms of Article III. 
id) Each receiving state shall provide regular reports to each sending state 
on the inmates of that sending state in institutions pursuant to this Compact 
including a conduct record of each inmate and certify said record to the official 
designated by the sending state, in order that each inmate may have official 
review of his or her record in determining and altering the disposition of said 
inmate in accordance with the law which may obtain in the sending state and 
in order that the same may be a source of information for the sending state. 
(e) All inmates who may be confined in an institution pursuant to the 
provisions of this Compact shall be treated in a reasonable and humane man-
ner and shall be treated equally with such similar inmates of the receiving 
state as may be confined in the same institution. The fact of confinement in a 
receiving state shall not deprive any inmate so confined of any legal rights 
which said inmate would have had if confined in an appropriate institution of 
the sending state. 
(f) Any hearing or hearings to which an inmate confined pursuant to this 
Compact may be entitled by the laws of the sending state may be had before 
the appropriate authorities of the sending state, or of the receiving state, if 
authorized by the sending state. The receiving state shall provide adequate 
facilities for such hearings as may be conducted by the appropriate officials of 
a sending state. In the event such hearing or hearings are had before officials 
of the receiving state, the governing law shall be that of the sending state and 
a record of the hearing or hearings as prescribed by the sending state shall be 
made. Said record together with any recommendations of the hearing officials 
shall be transmitted forthwith to the official or officials before whom the 
hearing would have been had if it had taken place in the sending state. In any 
and all proceedings had pursuant to the provisions of this subdivision, the 
officials of the receiving state shall act solely as agents of the sending state 
and no final determination shall be made in any matter except by the appro-
priate officials of the sending state. 
(g) Any inmate confined pursuant to this Compact shall be released within 
the territory of the sending state unless the inmate, and the sending and 
receiving states, shall agree upon release in some other place. The sending 
state shall bear the cost of such return to its territory. 
(h) Any inmate confined pursuant to the terms of this Compact shall have 
any and all rights to participate in and derive any benefits or incur or be 
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relieved of any obligations or have such obligations modified or his status 
changed on account of any action or proceeding in which he could have partici-
pated if confined in any appropriate institution of the sending state located 
within such state. 
(l) The parent, guardian, trustee, or other person or persons entitled under 
the laws of the sending state to act for, advise, or otherwise function with 
respect to any inmate shall not be deprived of or restricted in his exercise of 
any powers in respect of any inmate confined pursuant to the terms of this 
Compact. 
ARTICLE V 
ACTS NOT REVIEWABLE IN 
RECEIVING STATE 
EXTRADITION 
(a) Any decision of the sending state in respect of any matter over which it 
retains jurisdiction pursuant to this Compact shall be conclusive upon and not 
reviewable within the receiving sjtate, but if at the time the sending state 
seeks to remove an inmate from an institution in the receiving state there is 
pending against the inmate within such state any criminal charge or if the 
inmate is formally accused of Raving committed within such state a criminal 
offense, the inmate shall not be returned without the consent of the receiving 
state until discharged from prosecution or other form of proceeding, imprison 
ment or detention for such offense. The duly accredited officers of the sending 
state shall be permitted to transport inmates pursuant to this Compact 
through any and all states party to this Compact without interference 
(b) An inmate who escapes from an institution in which he is confined 
pursuant to this Compact shall be deemed a fugitive from the sending state 
and from the state in which the institution is situated. In the case of an escape 
to a jurisdiction other than the sending or receiving state, the responsibility 
for institution of extradition or rendition proceedings shall be that of the 
sending state, but nothing contained herein shall be construed to prevent or 
affect the activities of officers and agencies of any jurisdiction directed toward 
the apprehension and return of an escapee. 
ARTICLE VI 
FEDERAL AID 
Any state party to this Compact may accept federal aid for use in connection 
with any institution or program, the use of which is or may be affected by this 
Compact or any contract pursuant hereto and any inmate in a receiving state 
pursuant to this Compact may participate in any such federally aided pro 
gram or activity for which the sending and receiving states have made con 
tractual provision; provided, that if such program or activity is not part of the 
customary correctional regimen the express consent of the appropriate official 
of the sending state shall be required therefor. 
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ARTICLE VII 
ENTRY INTO FORCE 
This Compact shall enter into force and become effective and binding upon 
the states so acting when it has been enacted into law by any two states 
Thereafter, this Compact shall enter into force and become effective and bind 
mg as to any other of said states upon similar action by such state. 
ARTICLE VIII 
WITHDRAWAL AND TERMINATION 
This Compact shall continue in force and remain binding upon a party state 
until it shall have enacted a statute repealing the same and providing for the 
sending of formal written notice of withdrawal from the Compact to the appro-
priate officials of all other party states. An actual withdrawal shall not take 
effect until one year after the notices provided in said statute have been sent. 
Such withdrawal shall not relieve the withdrawing state from its obligations 
assumed hereunder prior to the effective date of withdrawal Before the effec 
tive date of withdrawal, a withdrawing state shall remove to its territory, at 
its own expense, such inmates as it may have confined pursuant to the provi-
sions of this Compact. 
ARTICLE IX 
OTHER ARRANGEMENTS UNAFFECTED 
Nothing contained in this Compact shall be construed to abrogate or impair 
any agreement or other arrangement which a party state may have with a 
non-party state for the confinement, rehabilitation or treatment of inmates 
nor to repeal any other laws of a party state authorizing the making of co-
operative institutional arrangements. 
ARTICLE X 
CONSTRUCTION AND SEVERABILITY 
The provisions of this Compact shall be liberally construed and shall be 
severable. If any phrase, clause, sentence or provision of this Compact is 
declared to be contrary to the constitution of any participating state or of the 
United States or the applicability thereof to any government, agency, person 
or circumstance is held invalid, the validity of the remainder of this Compact 
and the applicability thereof to any government, agency, person or circum-
stance shall not be affected thereby If this Compact shall be held contrary to 
the constitution of any state participating therein, the Compact shall remain 
in full force and effect as to the remaining states and in full force and effect as 
to the state affected as to all severable matters. 
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ARTICLE XI 
An inmate must request a transfer in writing before such a transfer can be 
made pursuant to Article IV 
History: C. 1953, 77-28a 1, ena . i- u i 
!982» ch. 38, § 1. 
77-28a-2. Department of ('orrections — Authority to trans 
fer inmates. 
The Department of Corrections may transfer an inmate, as defined in Sub 
paragraph (d) of Article II of the Interstate Corrections Compact, to any insti-
tution within or without this state if this state has entered into any contracts 
lor the confinement of inmates in said institutions pursuant to Article III of 
that Compact. 
His to ry C 1953, 77 28a 2, enacted In merit subst i tute! Department .it ( m m t i m . s 
l'!H2. <h 38, 4 1, 1985 . i i 212. <} 26 d division . • rreUion-
<nu n.irm isl Notes ]\w l'*h > .iiiu 
7 28a a Duties i 
cies and 
pact. 
The courts, departments, agencies and officers of this state and its political 
subdivisions shall enforce this Compact and shall do all things necessary and 
appropriate to the effectuation of the purposes and intent of this Compact 
which may be within their respective jurisdictions including, but not limited 
to, the making and submission of any reports required by that Compact 
History: C 1953, 77 28a 3, enac ted by L 
1982, ch, 38, | 1, 
77 28a-4. State Board of Pardons — Authority to hold 
hearings. 
The Board of Pardons is hereby authorized and directed to hold such hear 
ings as may be requested by any other party state pursuant to Subparagraph 
(a) of Article IV of the Interstate Corrections Compact The board is further 
authorized to travel to any state which is a party to that Compact and to 
which an inmate is sent for confinement, for the purpose of holding any hear 
mg to which that inmate is entitled by the laws of the State of Utah. 
History: C. 1953, 77 28a-4. enac ted b y ^ . 
1982, ch. 38, I 1. 
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7 7 - 2 8 a D iAH CuDE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
77-28a-5, Go\ t-rnor — Power to enter into contracts. 
The governor is empowered to enter into such contracts on behalf of this 
state as may be appropriate to implement its participation in the Interstate 
Corrections Compact pursuant to Article III thereof 
Historv: C 1953, 77-28a-5, enac ted by I.. 
1982, i n . 38, <j 1; 1983, eh, 320, § 92. 
CHAPTER 29 
DISPOSITION OF DETAINERS AGAINST 
PRISONERS 
Section Section 
77-29-1. Prisoner's demand for disposition 77 29 6 Interstate agreement — "Appro 
of pending charge — Duties of pnate court" defined 
custodial officer — Continuance 77 29 7 Interstate agreement — Duty of 
may be granted — Dismissal of state agencies and political sub 
charge for failure to bring to divisions to co-operate, 
trial. 77 29 H Interstate agreement — Applica 
77 29 2 Duty of custodial officer to inform tion of habitual criminal law 
prisoner of untried indictments 77 29 9 Interstate agreement — Escape of 
or informations. prisoner while in temporary 
77 29 3 Chapter inapplicable to incompe custody. 
tent persons. 77 29 10 Interstate agreement — Duty of 
77 29 4 Escape of prisoner voids demand. warden 
77 29 5 Interstate agreement on detainers 77 29 11 Interstate agreement Attorney 
— Enactment into law — Text general as administrator and 
of agreement information agent 
77-29-1. Prisoner's demand for disposition of pending 
charge — Duties of custodial officer — Contin-
uance may be granted — Dismissal of charge for 
failure to bring to trial. 
(1) Whenever a prisoner is serving a term of imprisonment in the state 
prison, jail or other penal or correctional institution of this state, and there is 
pending against the prisoner in this state any untried indictment or informa-
tion, and the prisoner shall deliver to the warden, sheriff or custodial officer in 
authority, or any appropriate agent of the same, a written demand specifying 
the nature of the charge and the court wherein it is pending and requesting 
disposition of the pending charge, he shall be entitled to have the charge 
brought to trial within 120 days of the date of delivery of written notice, 
(2) Any warden, sheriff or custodial officer, upon receipt of the demand 
described in Subsection (1), shall immediately cause the demand to be for-
warded by personal delivery or certified mail, return receipt requested, to the 
appropriate prosecuting attorney and court clerk. The warden, sheriff or cus-
todial officer shall, upon request of the prosecuting attorney so notified, pro 
vide the attorney with such information concerning the term of commitment 
of the demanding prisoner as shall be requested. 
(3) After written demand is delivered as required in Subsection (1), the 
prosecuting attorney or the defendant or his counsel, for good cause shown in 
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open court, with the prisoner or his counsel being present, may be granted any 
reasonable continuance. 
(4) In the event the charge is not brought to trial within 120 days, or within 
such continuance as has been granted, and defendant or his counsel moves to 
dismiss the action, the court shall review the proceeding If the court finds 
that the failure of the prosecuting attorney to have the matter heard within 
the time required is not supported by good cause, whether a previous motion 
for continuance was made or not, the court shall order the matter dismissed 
with prejudice. 
History: C. 1953, 77-29-1, enac ted by L. Cross-References . -— Right to speedv trial 
1980, ch! 15, § 2. Utah Const . Art I. § 12; § 77 1 6 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS 
Commencement of period. 
Delay caused by codefendant's action 
Delay caused by prisoner 
Forfeiture. 
Good cause for continuance. 
Good cause for failure. 
Premature request 
Prosecutor's delay 
Warden's delay. 
Written demand. 
Commencement of period. 
Ninety day period for prosecution under for 
mer § 77-65-1 commenced on the day defen-
dant notified county attorney of his request for 
final disposition of case or cases pending 
against him; and the filing of a complaint, in-
formation or indictment did not affect the com-
mencement of the period State v. Moore, 521 
P 2d 556 (Utah 1974). 
Motion to dismiss charges against defendant 
who was brought to trial 92 days after warden 
received notice of his request for final disposi-
tion of pending charges was properly denied 
since computation of then 90-day time period 
commenced from date that notice was deliv-
ered to county attorney and appropriate eouit 
State v. Taylor. 538 P.2d 310 (Utah 1975) 
Delay caused by codefendant ' s ac t ion. 
Defendant was not entitled to a dismissal of 
the charges where the trial was delayed be-
yond the 120 day time period, and the trial 
court did not abuse its discretion in finding 
that there was good cause for the delay, where 
the delay was reasonable and not the resul t t f 
the prosecution's actions or inactions, but was 
due to a codefendant, who was to be jointly 
tried with defendant and who was expected to 
plead guilty at trial as the result of plea negoti-
ations, changing his plea to not guilty on the 
scheduled trial date. State v. Trujillo, 656 P 2d 
403 (Utah 1982). 
Delay caused by pr i soner . 
Wher* statute provided that prisoner be 
brought to trial within ninety days of his re 
quest for disposition of pending charges, the 
ninety day disposition period was to l>e ex 
tended by th* amount of time during which 
defendant himself created delay. State v 
Velasquez. 641 P 2d 115 (Utah 1982). 
Forefe i ture . 
Defendant did not forfeit his right to have 
charges against him dismissed by remaining 
silent and failing to request an earlier setting 
when trial court set date for trial beyond 
ninety-day period required under former 
§ 77-65-1; burden of complying with statute 
rested on prosecutor. State v Wilson, 22 Utah 
2d 361, 453 P.2d 158 (1969). 
Good c a u s e for con t inuance . 
Where defendant's trial date was originally 
set for time within ninety day period provided 
for under former § 77-65-1 but, to accommo-
date defendant's counsel, was postponed until 
five days beyond the statutory period, the order 
fixing the trial date was within the authority 
of the court since good cause for a continuance 
had been shown State v Bonnv, 25 Utah 2d 
117, 477 P.2d 147 (1970). 
Trial court was within its discretion in 
granting continuance for trial on date 91 days 
after defendant had submitted written request 
for disposition of pending criminal case where 
subpoenas had not been issued soon enough to 
proceed with trial on original date, despite de 
fendant's counsel suggesting trial date within 
ninetv-day period Danks v. Turner. 28 Utah 
2d 277, 501 P.2d 631 (1972). 
Good c a u s e for failure. 
Defendant, who was charged at a time he 
had other cases pending against him and in 
one of those cases requested and received psy 
chiatric examination and who was appointed 
various counsel because of necessity and at his 
own request, was not denied right to speedv 
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(8) All sex offenders shall, for .the first five years after termination of 
sentence, again register within ten days of changing their place of habitation 
(9) An agency that registers a sex offender shall inform him of his duty to 
comply with the continuing registration requirements of this section, 
(10) (a) A sex offender who knowingly fails to register under this section is 
guilty of a class A misdemeanor and shall be sentenced to serve a term of 
incarceration for not fewer than 90 days and also a t least one year of 
probation. 
(b) Neither the court nor the Board of Pardons and Parole may release 
a person who violates this section from serving a term of at least 90 days 
and of completing probation of at least one year. This subsection super-
sedes any other provision of the law contrary to this section. 
(11) Information collected under this section is classified as private, con-
trolled, or protected under Title 63, Chapter 2, Government Records Access 
and Management Act, and is available to the following only in the performance 
of their duties: 
(a) law enforcement agencies; 
(b) the State Office of Education; and 
(c) the department. 
(12) (a) If a sex offender is to be temporarily sent outside a secure facility in 
which he is confined on any assignment, including, without limitation, 
firefighting or disaster control, the official who has custody of the offender 
shall, within a reasonable t ime prior to removal from the secure facility, 
notify the local law enforcement agencies where the assignment is to be 
filled. 
(b) This subsection does not apply to any person temporarily released 
under guard from the institution in which he is confined. 
(13) Notwithstanding Section 77-18-2 regarding expungement, a person 
convicted of any offense listed in Subsection (l)(c) is not relieved from the 
responsibility to register under this section. 
(14) The depar tment may make rules necessary to implement this section. 
History; C. 1953, 77-27-21.5, enac ted by L. 
1987, eh. 156, § 1; 1989, ch. 143, I 3; 1991, 
ch. 259, § 74; 1992, ch, 280, § 61; 1994, ch. 
13, § 42. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1991 amend 
ment, effective April 1, 1992, in Subsection 
(l)(c), inserted "Sexual Offenses" following 'Ti-
tle 76," and at the beginning of the final sen 
tence of the subsection, inserted the quotation 
marks surrounding "Sex offender"; in Subsec-
tion (9), substituted "their" for "his"; in Subsec 
tion (12), inserted "classified as private" preced-
ing "confidential" and inserted "or protected" 
following "confidential," and substituted "Gov-
ernment Records Access and Management Act" 
for "regarding information practices"; and 
made stylistic changes throughout the section. 
The 1992 amendment, effective July 1, 1992, 
substituted "controlled" for "confidential" in 
Subsection (12). 
The 1994 amendment, effective May 2, 1994. 
deleted "before September 1, 1987" from the 
end of the first sentence in Subsection (7); 
deleted former Subsection (8), requiring regis-
tration by the offenders themselves if not oth-
erwise registered; redesignated former Subsec-
tions (9) through (15) as Subsections (8) 
through (14); and in Subsection (lOXb) substi-
tuted "Board of Pardons and Parole" for "Board 
of Pardons." 
Compiler 's Notes. — Laws 1992, ch. 280, 
§ 63, effective July 1, 1992, amended L. 1991, 
ch. 259, § 76, to make that act, which amended 
this section, effective on July 1, 1992. 
CHAPTER 28 
WESTERN INTERSTATE CORRECTIONS 
COMPACT 
Section 
77-28-4. Board of Pardons and Parole 
Authority to hold hearings 
77-28*1, Compact enacted into law — Text of compact. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
Jur i sd ic t ion . should be housed, and Utah courts had 
Arizona prisoner who was transferred to a jurisdiction to rule on his request to return 
Utah prison upon his request to be near his sick Arizona if that state chose to retain him 
mother remained subject to Arizona jurisdic- Utah facilities Ellis v Deland, 786 P2d 1: 
tion with respect to the question of where he {Utah 1990) 
7 7 - 2 8 - 4 . B o a r d o f P a r d o n s a n d P a r o l e — A u t h o r i t y t o h o i 
h e a r i n g s . 
The Board of Pardons and Parole is hereby authorized and directed to ho 
such hearings as may he requested by any other party s ta te pursuant to Artie 
IV(f) of the Western Interstate Corrections Compact. The board is furth 
authonzed to travel to any state who is a party to the compact to which i 
inmate is sent for confinement, for the purpose of holding any hearing to whi< 
an inmate is entitled by the laws of U"_dh. 
History: C. 1953, 77-28-4, enacted t^ W r i of Paraon^ „i, i Parole" for "The su 
1980, ch. 15, § 2; 1994, ch 13,5 13 B, «ud of P« ' the beginning of t 
Amendment Notes. — The t'»lM *• * < ' *• r and*. < State of" before "UU 
merit, effective May 2, 1994 M. ' - ' * • » i * t i d ' >u 
\^°)u\ ^pp • CHAPTER 28a 
'Nl * RSTATE CORRECTIONS COMPACT 
f Pardons and Parole — 
•nt> to hold hearings. 
'.'**- hoard of Pardons and Parole — Authority t 
hold hearings. 
The 1 1 of Pardons and Parole is hereby authorized and directed to ho 
such he » igs as may be requested by any other party s ta te pursuant to Artie 
IVi H ' (»t * • i nterstate Corrections Compact. The board is further authorized 
travel t» iv state which is a party to tha t Compact and to which an inmate 
sent fot nfinement, for the purpose of holding any hearing to which th 
inn*atc titled by the laws of Utah 
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History: C. 1953, 77-28a-4, enacted by L. of Pardons and Parole" for "Board of Pardons" 
1982, ch. 38, § 1; 1994, ch. 13, § 44. near the beginning of the section and made two 
Amendment Notes. — The 1994 amend- stylistic changes 
ment, effective May 2, 1994, substituted "Board 
CHAPTER 28b 
INTERJURISDICTIONAL TRANSFER OF 
PRISONERS 
Section Section 
77-28b-l Definitions 77 28b 7 
77-28b-2 Director's authority 77-28b 8 
77-28b-3 Eligibility criteria for interna-
tional transfer 
77-28b 4 Role of the classification officer 77-28b 9 
77-28b-5 Role of institution warden 
77-28b-6 Role of Inmate Placement Pro-
gram Bureau 
77-28b-1. Definitions. 
(1) "Assurance" means a special condition concerning the confinement or 
release of an offender which must be met prior to the release of the offender. 
(2) "Offender" means a juvenile certified to be tried as an adult or an adult 
convicted of any criminal offense under Utah law. 
(3) "Receiving country" means the jurisdiction to which the offender is to be 
transferred. 
(4) "Sending state" means the jurisdiction from which the offender is to be 
transferred. 
History: C. 1953, 77-28b-l, enac ted by L. became effective on Apnl 23, 1990, pursuant to 
1990, ch . 324, 8 1. Utah Const, Art VI, Sec 25 
Effective Dates . — Laws 1990, ch 324 
77-28b-2. Director's authority. 
The director of the Department of Corrections may transfer offenders having 
foreign citizenship status to countries of citizenship under this chapter if a 
treaty exists between the United States and the foreign country. 
History: C. 1953, 77«28b-2, enac ted by L. became effective on Apnl 23, 1990, pursuant to 
1990, ch. 324, 9 2. Utah Const, Art VI, Sec 25 
Effective Dates. — Laws 1990, ch 324 
77-28b-3. Eligibility criteria for international transfer. 
An offender must meet the following criteria before he may be considered for 
an international transfer: 
(1) the offender is a citizen of the receiving country; 
(2) the offender consents to transfer to his country of citizenship; 
(3) the offense committed by the offender constitutes a criminal offense 
under the laws of the receiving state; 
Role of director 
Referral to the United States De-
partment of Justice, Office of 
International Affairs 
Transfer of offender 
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(4) the offender does not have fewer than 12 months remaining on 1 
sentence at the time of the application for transfer; 
(5) the offender is not under a sentence of death; 
(6) the offender does not have collateral attacks or appeals on either t 
sentence or conviction pending; 
(7) all other provisions of the imposed sentence such as fines, restit 
tion, and penalties are paid in full; 
(8) there are no detainers, wanted notices based on criminal conv 
tions, indictments, informations, complaints, or parole or probation vio 
tion allegations pending against the offender; and 
(9) the offender meets all of the eligibility requirements of the tret 
with his country 
History: C. 1963, 77-28b-3, enacted by L. became effective on Apnl 23, 1990, pursuam 
1990, ch. 324, § 3. Utah Const, Art VI, Sec 25 
Effective Pa tes . — Laws 1990, ch 324 
77-28b-4. Role of the classification officer. 
(1) The classification officer of each correctional institution shall be provid 
with the eligibility requirements of each prisoner transfer treaty. 
(2) The classification officer shall forward Form I, Transfer Inquiry, to j 
offenders identified as having national or citizenship status in a party natic 
(3) Upon receipt of Form I, Transfer Inquiry, the offender may indicate he 
(a) interested in pursuing a transfer by signing Form I and returning 
to the classification officer along with proof of citizenship; or 
(b) not interested in pursuing a transfer by returning Form I to tl 
classification officer without proof of citizenship. 
(4) If the offender indicates on Form I, Transfer Inquiry, that he 
interested in pursuing a transfer, the institution classification officer shi 
complete Form II, Inmate Information Provided to Treaty Nation, and For 
III, Notice Regarding International Prisoner Transfer. 
(5) The following forms, provided by the federal government, shall 1 
completed and forwarded in triplicate by the classification officer to tJ 
superintendent of the institution: 
(a) Form I, Transfer Inquiry; 
(b) Form II, Inmate Information Provided to Treaty Nation; 
(c) Form III, Notice Regarding International Prisoner TVansfer; 
(d) proof of citizenship; 
(e) statement of offender's eligibility; 
(f) presentence report; 
(g) classification assessment; 
(h) current psychological and medical reports; 
(i) signed release of confidential information forms; 
(j) criminal history sheet; and 
(k) judgments of conviction or certification to be tried as an adult. 
History: C. 1953, 77-28b-4, enacted by L. became effective on April 23, 1990, pursuant 
1990, ch. 324, 5 4. Utah Const, Art VI, Sec 25 
Effective Dates. — Laws 1990, ch 324 
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CONTRACT BETWEEN 
THE STATE OF UTAH AND THE STATE OF Arkansaa 
FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
INTERSTATE CORRECTIONS COMPACT 
In consideration of the cooperative relationship herewith 
undertaken in the confinement, care, treatment, and rehabilitation of 
inmates on an interstate basis and in further consideration of services 
to be performed and benefits to be derived by each of the parties hereto 
in the strengthening of their respective correctional programs, the under-
signed states of Utah and Arkanaaa acting by their duly constituted 
authorities, and pursuant to and to implement the Interstate Corrections 
Compact enacted by each of the parties as follows: 
UTAH Laws of Utah, 1977 
Chapter 235 (Effective 5-10-77) 
Arkansas Act 315, 1973 
Ark. Stat. Ann. 46-1401 
et. s«q« (Supp. 1977) 
do hereby covenant and agree as follows: 
1. INTERSTATE CORRECTIONS COMPACT 
The provisions of the Interstate Corrections Compact are hereby 
made an integral part of this contract and no provision of this contract shall 
be construed in any manner inconsistent with said Compact. 
2. GOVERNING LAW 
Except where expressly otherwise provided, the laws and admin-
istrative regulations and rules of the sending state shall govern in any matter 
relating to an inmate confined pursuant to this contract and the Interstate 
Corrections Compact. 
3. TERMINOLOGY 
All terms defined in the Interstate Corrections Compact and used 
in this contract shall have the -same meaning in this contract as in said Compact. 
The terms "sending state11 and "receiving state" shall be construed to include 
and refer to the appropriate official or agency thereof in each particular 
case. 
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k. DURATION 
This contract shall enter into full force and effect on 
March 1, 1978 and shall be automatically renewed unless 
terminated as provided in paragraph five (5) below. 
5. TERMINATION 
This agreement may be terminated by notice of either party. 
That termination shall become effective ninety (90) days after receipt of 
said notice. Within a reasonable time of receipt of said notice, the sending 
state shall accept delivery of its inmates at the institution designated by 
the receiving state. 
6. OTHER ARRANGEMENTS UNAFFECTED 
No-thing contained in this contract shall be construed to abrogate 
or impair any agreement or contract for the confinement, rehabilitation or 
treatment of inmates now in effect between the parties to this contract. 
7. MAILING AODRESSES 
All notices, reports, and correspondence to the respective states 
to this contract shall be sent to the following: 
UTAH UTAH STATE PRISON 
BOX 250 
DRAPER, UTAH 84020 
ARKAXSAS Assistant Director of Institutions 
P. 0. Box 8707 
Pin* Bluff, Arkansas 71611 
8. RIGHT OF INSPECTION 
The sending state shall have the right to inspect, at all 
reasonable times, any institution of the receiving state in which inmates of 
the sending state are confined in order to determine if that institution main-
tains standards of care and discipline not incompatible with those of the 
sending state and that all inmates wherein are treated equitably, regardless 
of race, color, religion, creed or national origin. 
9. VACANCIES 
The receiving state hereby undertakes to make available to the 
sending state such places for inmates as may be vacant from time to time in 
any and all institutions of the receiving state made available for such con-
finement by the laws of the receiving state. 
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10. APPLICATION 
The sending state will submit a separate application to the 
receiving state for each individual inmate proposed for commitment. 
Said application shall consist of the following: Full in-
formation and all necessary documents relating to the case history, physical 
and clinical record, judicial and administrative rulings and orders relating 
or pertinent to the inmate and the sentence or sentences pursuant to which 
confinement is to be had or to continue, and reasons for the requested transfer. 
Commitment will be deferred until approved by the receiving 
state. 
11. DELIVERY OF INMATE 
Upon receipt of the acceptance of the application the sending 
state at i rs expense will deliver the inmate to the institution in the receiving 
state designated by the receiving state, together with the original or a duly 
authenticated copy of his commitment, and any other official papers or documents 
authorizing detention. Whenever there is to be a mutual exchange of inmates 
between the parties to this contract« the authorities of one of the states may 
act as the agent of the other state for purposes of transferring its inmates 
so that the expenses to both states may be minimized. 
12. TRANSFER OF FUNDS 
Funds due transferred inmates shall be provided by the sending 
state to be credited to the account of the transferred inmate in the receiving 
state. Upon the return of the inmate to the sending state, the receiving state 
shall provide funds in the amount due the inmate at the time of return or release. 
13. RESPONSIBILITY FOR OFFENDERS CUSTODY 
It shall be the responsibility of the administration of the 
institution Tn the receiving State to confine inmates from a sending state; to 
give then care and treatment including the furnishing the subsistence and all 
necessary medical and hospital services and supplies; to provide for their 
physical needs; to make available to them the programs of training and treatment 
which arc consistent with their individual needs; to retain them in safe custody; 
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that they receive no special privileges and that the sentences and orders 
of the committing court in the sending state are faithfully executed. But 
nothing herein contained shall be construed to require the receiving state j 
or any of its institutions to provide treatment, facilities or programs for j 
any inmate confined pursuant to the Interstate Corrections Compact which it I 
does not provide for similar inmates not confined pursuant to said Compact. I 
14. MEDICAL SERVICES 
(a) Inmates from the sending state shall receive such medical, 
psychiatric and dental treatment as may be necessary to safeguard their health 
and promote their adjustment as self-supporting members of the community upon 
release. Unless an emergency is involved, the receiving state shall contact 
the sending state for advance authority in writing before incurring medical, 
psychiatric, or dental expense for which the sending state is responsible under 
the terms of this contract. In any emergency, the receiving st3te may proceed 
with the necessary treatment without prior authority, but in every such case the 
receiving state shall notify the sending state immediately and furnish full in* 
formation regarding the nature of the illness, the type of treatment to be pro-
vided and the estimated cost thereof. 
(b) When medical, psychiatric or dental care of treatment re-
quires the removal of the inmate from the institution, the inmate shall be re-
moved only after notification to the sending state. In the event of an emergency 
which does not permit prior notification, the institutions shall notify the 
sending state as promptly thereafter as practicable. All necessary precautions 
shall be taken to assure the safe-keeping of the inmate while he is absent from 
the normal place of confinement. Necessary custodial supervision shall be pro-
vided by the receiving state. 
(c) Any costs of medical, psychiatric or dental service shall 
be considered normal costs incidental to the operation of the institution in 
the receiving state if the service is rendered by, staff personnel and in regularly 
maintained facilities operated or utilized by the institution as part of the 
health or correctional program thereof and if the inmate requires no special 
medication, drugs, equipment, anesthetics, surgery or nursing care in addition 
to that commonly available on an infirmary basis. The cost of any special 
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services, medication, equipment, surgical, or nursing care shall be chargeable 
to the sending stJte. 
15. TRAINING OR EMPLOYMENT 
(a) Inmates from the sending state shall be afforded the 
opportunity and shall be required to participate in programs of occupational 
training and industrial or other work on the same basis as inmates of the 
receiving state. Compensation in connection with any such participation 
(whether as payment, incentive, or for any other therapeutic or rehabilitative 
reason) shall be paid to inmates of the sending state on the same basis as to 
inmates of the receiving state. Any such inmates of the sending state shall 
be subject to the regular work discipline imposed upon other inmate participants 
in the particular program. However, nothing contained herein shall be con-
strued to permit or require any inmate of a sending state to participate in 
training, industrial or other work program contrary to the laws of the sendi 
state. 
(b) The receiving state shall have the right to dispose of all 
products produced by an inmate, shall retain all proceeds therefrom, and shall 
bear all costs of said program. 
(c) In the case of Handicraft or Hobbycraft programs, the inmates 
shall have the right to dispose of the products of his labor and retain the 
proceeds of any sale of his work in accordance with the rules of the receiving 
state. 
16. DISCIPLINE 
The receiving state, as agent for the sending state, shall have 
physical control over and power to exercise disciplinary authority over all 
inmates from sending states. However, nothing contained herein shall be con-
strued to authorize or permit the imposition of a type of discipline prohibited 
by the laws of the sending state. 
17. LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
Inmates while in the custody of the receiving state shall be 
subject to all the provisions of law and regulations applicable to persons 
committed for violations of law of the receiving state not inconsistent with 
the sentence imposed. 
ng J 
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18. RECORDS AMD REPORTS FROM RECEIVING STATE 
(a) Within ninety (90) days following the receipt of an 
inmate from the sending state, the receiving state shall furnish an admission 
classification report outlining the inmate's social background, medical, 
psychiatric, education and vocational findings and indicating the institutional 
program which has been reconmended. Thereafter, preferably at intervals of 
six months, but at least annually, the receiving state snail furnish the 
sending state a report giving a summary of the inmate's progress and adjustment 
since the last report, including a recommendation for retention or return. All 
such reports shall be forwarded to the sending state. 
(b) The superintendent or other administrative head of an 
institution, in which inmates from sending states are confined, shall keep all 
necessary and pertinent records concerning such inmates in a manner agreed 
betv/een the sending and receiving states. Durir.g the inmate's continuance in 
the institution, the sending state shall be entitled to receive, and upon 
request shall be furnished with copies of any such record or records. Upon 
termination of confinement in the institution, the sending state shall receive 
the complete file of the inmate. But nothing herein contained shall be con-
strued to prevent the receiving state or any institution thereof from keeping copies 
of any such record or records upon and after termination of confinement. 
19. REMOVAL FROM INSTITUTION 
An inmate from the sending state legally confined in the 
institutions of the receiving state shall not be removed therefrom by any person 
without an order from the sending state. This subdivision shall not apply to an 
emergency necessitating the immediate removal of the inmate for medical, dental 
or psychiatric treatment or other catastrophe or condition presenting imminent 
danger to the safety of the inmate. In the case of any removal for such an 
emergency cause, the receiving state shall inform the sending state of the 
whereabouts of the inmate or inmates so removed at the earliest practicable 
time, and shall exercise all reasonable care for the safekeeping and custody of 
such inmate or inmates. 
20. HEARINGS 
The receiving state shall provide adequate facilities for 
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any hearing by authorities of the sending state, to which an innate may be 
entitled by the laws of the sending state. Upon the request of the sending 
state, tne autnorities of the receiving state will be authorized to and will 
conduct any such hearings, prepare and submit the record of said hearings, 
together with any recommendations of the hearing officials, to the officer or 
officers of tne sending state before whom the hearing would have been had, if 
it had taken place in the sending state. 
21. IMTER-1NST1 TUT ICMAL TRANSFERS 
Notwithstanding any provision herein to the contrary, the 
receiving state may transfer an inmate from one institution under its control 
to another whenever it deems such action appropriate. Notice of such transfer 
shall immediately be sent to the sending state. 
22. ESCAPE 
In case any such inmate shall escape from custody in the receiving 
state, that receiving state will use all reasonable means to recapture the inmate. 
The escape shall be reported immediately to the sending state. The receiving 
state shall have the primary responsibility for and authority to direct the pursuit 
and retaking of the inmate within its own territory. Any costs in connection 
therewith shall be chargeable to and borne by the receiving state. 
23. DEATH OF INMATE 
(a) In the event of the death of an inmate from a sending state, 
the medical examiner, coroner or other official having the duties of such an 
officer in the jurisdiction shall be notified. The sending state shall receive 
copies of any records made at or in connection with such notification. 
(b) The institution in the receiving state shall immediately 
notify the sending state of the death of an inmate, furnish information as 
requested, and follow the instructions of the sending state with regard to the 
disposition of the body. The body shall not be released except on order of the 
appropriate officials of the sending state. All expenses relative to any 
necessary preparation of the body and shipment or express charges shall be paid 
by the sending state. The sending and receiving states may arrange to have the 
receiving state take care of the burial and all matters related or incidental 
thereto and all such expenses shall be paid by the sending state. The provisions 
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states and shall not affect the liability of any relative or other person for 
the disposition of the deceased or for any expenses connected therewith. 
(c) The sending state shall receive a certified copy of the 
death certificate for any of its inmates who have died while in the receiving 
state. 
2k. GRATUITIES AMD EXPENSES ATTENDANT UPON RELEASE 
The provision of clothing gratuities and any other supplies 
upon release of an inmate shall be at the expense of the sending state and shall 
be in accordance with its laws. 
25. RETAKING OF INMATES 
The receiving state will deliver any of said inmates to the 
proper officials of the sending state upon demand made to the receiving state 
and presentation of official written authority to receive said inmates. 
The sending state will retake any inmate, upon the request of 
the receiving state, within thirty (30) days after receipt of the request to 
retake. 
In case the commitment under which any of said innates is 
terminated for any reason, the sending state agrees to accept delivery of the 
prisoner at the institution of the receiving state, and at its expense return 
him to the jurisdiction of the sending state. 
26. PHOTOGRAPHING AND PUBLICITY 
Institutional or other officials of the receiving state shall not 
be authorized to release publicity concerning inmates from the sending state. 
They shall not release personal histories or photographs of such inmates or 
information concerning their arrival or departure or permit reporters or 
photographers to interview or photograph such inmates. Requests for infornation 
regarding inmates of sending states shall be referred to the sending state. 
However, information of public record, such as sentence data or information 
concerning the escape of an inmate may be given directly to the press by the 
receiving state. The receiving state may photograph inmates from the sending 
state as a mean* of identification for official use only. 
27. COST AND REIMBURSEMENT 
In addition to cost and reimbursement required by other provisions 
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provisions of this contract, Che sending state shall pay to the receiving 
state for the custody, trcatr.-.ent and rehabilitation of each transferred inmate 
a sum equal to tne individual institution daily cost which is the total of the 
previous fiscal year's operating expense of the institution divided by the 
average daily population of the institution and reduced to a daily cost, except 
that there shall be no reimbursement if there is an equal exchange of prisoners 
between the contracting states, for the duration of the period of exchange. 
The sending state shall be billed quarterly for the cost. 
28. TRANSPORTATION 
Any and all costs of transportation incurred prior to admission 
to an institution in the receiving state, and transportation at the time of, or 
as an incident to release or discharge, conditional or otherwise, shall be 
charged to sending state. 
29. BILLING AND PAYMENT 
The receiving state will bill the sending state quarterly and 
reimbursement will be made as soon after the receipt of billing as the various 
state agencies are able to process the claim. 
30. RESPONSIBILITIES FOR LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 
The sending state undertakes to defend any action or proceeding 
involving the custody of any of its inmates. The receiving state shall be reimbursed 
for any expense it may incur in connection therewith. The receiving state 
agrees to defend any action or proceeding arising out of confinement in the 
receiving state or involving employees of the receiving state. 
31. INTERNAL RELATIONS 
Nothing in this contract shall be construed to affect the 
internal relationships between or among the party states and their subdivisions, 
officers, department or agencies, but each party state undertakes and acknowledges 
liability and responsibility for making each other party state whole in respect 
of any obligation imposed upon it by or pursuant to this contract. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned duly authorized officers have 
subscribed their names on behalf of the State of Utah and the State of 
Arkansas 
STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH STATE DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS 
William V. Mi I liken, 0 freetor 
STATE OF ARKANSAS 
ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
M J S Mabry, Director\ 
Contract between the Utah State Department of Social Services, 
Corrections and 
State of Arkansas 
Contract Term; 3/1/78 - Termination 
APPROVED: 
Department of Social Services 
A. W. Mitchell. Ph.D. Exec. Dir. 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
Robert/STTlansen, Attorney General 
Contract # 
Date 
Date 
APPROVED AS TO AVAILABILITY OF FUilDS: 
Date 
Budget Officer 
APPROVED: 
TabC 
imrd Judici 
NOV 2 2 i 0 " ' 
Alan R. Andersen (A3912) 
Bentley J. Tolk (A6665) 
KIMBALL, PARR, WADDOUPS, BROWN & GEE 
185 South State Street Suite 1300 
P. O. Box 11019 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147 
Telephone: 532-7840 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE, STATE OF UTAH 
DENNIS P. GLICK, ; 
Petitioner, ] 
v. ] 
M. TAMARA HOLDEN, Warden, ; 
Respondent. ) 
I ORDER GRANTING PETITIONER'S 
} MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I Case No. 920901737 HC 
i Judge Kenneth Rigtrup 
On September 27, 1993, Dennis P. Glick's ("Glick's") Motion for Summary Judgment and 
M. Tamara Holden's ("Holden's") Motion for Summary Judgment came before this Court. 
Appearing for Holden was James H. Beadles, Assistant Attorney General. Alan R. Andersen 
appeared on behalf of Glick. After reviewing the submissions of the parties and hearing oral 
argument, the Court hereby orders that Glick's Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED, and 
that Holden's Motion for Summary Judgment is DENIED. 
As the basis for its ruling, the Court finds that under the Interstate Corrections Compact 
(the "Compact"), Utah officials must act solely as agents for Arkansas with respect to all legal 
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rights, hearings, and proceedings relating to Glick. Utah Code Ann. § 77-28a-l, Art. IV(e),(f),(h) 
(1990). The Court also finds that the Compact requires that Glick have all of the legal rights he 
would have if still incarcerated in Arkansas, and that Arkansas law should apply in any hearings 
or proceedings relating to him. See Gibson v. Morris, 646 P.2d 733, 735 (Utah 1982). 
Furthermore, the reference in the Compact to Glick's "legal rights" includes Arkansas prison 
policies and procedures promulgated pursuant to Arkansas law. 
Accordingly, the Court orders nunc pro tunc the following: 
1. Glick's Utah security classification shall be equivalent in terms of job eligibility, 
custody level, security level, inmate association, housing, and all other aspects to his most recent 
security classification in Arkansas. 
2. Glick's visitation rights shall be equivalent to those applicable to inmates confined 
in Arkansas, including but not limited to the right to have no sex-based distinctions apply to Glick's 
permitted visitors. 
3. Glick's hair, beard, and mustache rights in Utah shall be equivalent to those 
applicable to inmates confined in Arkansas. 
4. The Utah Department of Corrections (the "Department") shall send to Arkansas the 
complete record of each of Glick's disciplinary or other hearings already held in Utah, with the 
request that within thirty days Arkansas officials make the final determination as to whether or how 
such information should be reflected in Glick's prison record and progress reports to Arkansas. 
5. If the Department is unable or unwilling to produce complete transcripts of Glick's 
past hearings, it may either rehear such matters and send transcripts thereof to Arkansas, or simply 
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not reflect the alleged disciplinary or other infractions in Glick's prison record or progress reports 
sent to Arkansas. 
6. For any present or future disciplinary or other hearings affecting Glick's status, 
privileges, or record in any way, the Department shall either contact Arkansas officials in advance 
with regard to how to proceed, or hold a hearing according to Utah procedures, then send the 
transcript to Arkansas for a final determination as provided above. 
7. If the Department is unwilling to: (a) follow the determination of Arkansas officials 
with respect to any matter referenced above; or (b) exclude from Glick's prison record and 
progress reports any alleged infractions for which the Department no longer has transcripts and 
has failed to hold new hearings and submit the results thereof to Arkansas, this Court upon 
petition of the Department shall hold further hearings to resolve the issue. 
8. Although Arkansas remains free to transfer Glick back to Arkansas, and the State 
of Utah remains free to terminate or change the conditions of its contract with Arkansas, the 
Department shall not cause or allow Glick to suffer any retaliation, retribution, punishment, or 
other adverse effects relating to the terms and conditions of his confinement in Utah as a result 
of this action or Order. 
Judgment is hereby entered on behalf of Glick and against Holden. 
ENTERED this 2 2 <—day of foptamher, 1993. 
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BYTH URT: 
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Kenneth; Rigtrup 
District Court Judge 
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JAN GRAHAM (1231) 
Utah Attorney General 
JAMES H. BEADLES (5250) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
330 South 300 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 575-1600 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE, STATE OF UTAH 
DENNIS P. GLICK, 
Petitioner, 
V • 
M. TAMARA HOLDEN, Warden, 
Respondent. 
ANSWER TO PETITION 
Case No. 920901737 HC 
Judge Kenneth Rigtrup 
Respondent, M. Tamara Holden, answers the allegations of the 
petition as follows. Unless expressly admitted, the allegations of 
the petition are denied. The paragraphs of this answer correspond 
to the paragraphs of Glick's petition. 
1. Respondent admits that petition is in the custody of the 
Utah State Prison in Draper, Utah. Respondent admits that 
petitioner has been transferred to Utah from Arkansas at 
petitioner's request via the Interstate Corrections Compact. 
2. Respondent admits that petitioner's initial assessment 
classified him as a C3K. 
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3. Respondent admits that petitioner challenged his 
assessment through the Department's internal review process and 
that petitioner stated his belief, during the challenge, that he 
should be classified in accordance with the policies and procedures 
of the State of Arkansas. Respondent denies the lack of knowledge 
the allegation that petitioner was a class-one trustee working 
outside the prison compound prior to his transfer. 
4. Respondent admits the allegations of this paragraph. 
5- Respondent admits the allegations of this paragraph. 
6. Respondent denies the allegations of this paragraph. 
7. Respondent denies the allegations of this paragraph. 
8. Petitioner admits the allegations of this paragraph. 
9. Petitioner admits the allegations of this paragraph. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM UPON WHICH RELIEF CAN BE GRANTED 
The Interstate Corrections Compact (ICC) does not preclude a 
receiving state's prison from applying its own policies and 
procedures in the management, control, classification, or 
discipline of inmates. Stewart v. McManus, 924 F.2d 138 (9th Cir. 
1991); Cranford v. State, 471 N.W.2d 904 (Iowa App. 1991). 
Additionally, the specific contract between Arkansas and Utah 
specifically provides that the "receiving state . . . shall have 
physical control over and power to exercise disciplinary authority 
CCC54 
over all inmates from sending state." Contract between the State 
of Utah and the State of Arkansas for the Implementation of the 
Interstate Corrections Compact, March 1, 1978, H 16. The contract 
only prohibits the imposition of discipline that is outlawed by the 
State of Arkansas. Petitioner has made so such claim in his 
petition but has alleged only that Utah should follow Arkansas' 
disciplinary and classification procedures. 
Thus, petitioner has failed to state a claim for relief 
pursuant to the ICC. Additionally, neither the United States nor 
Utah Constitutions require due process protection when a prison 
makes a classification decision. 01im v. Wakinekona, 461 U.S. 238 
(1983); Kincaid v. Duckworth, 689 F.2d 702 (7th Cir. 1982). 
Further, it should be noted that Glick's petition does not 
allege that the prison violated any provision of its own policies 
and procedures relevant to classification or discipline. 
WAIVER 
Petitioner requested transfer to the Utah State Prison from 
the Arkansas correctional system and, therefore, accepted the 
imposition of Utah's policies and procedures upon his conduct and 
activities while in Utah. 
FAILURE TO NAME THE PROPER RESPONDENT 
Even if this Court orders the warden of the Southpoint Complex 
of the Utah State Prison to provide petitioner will all the relief 
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he requests, the warden would not be able to provide that relief. 
The warden is administratively subordinate to the Executive 
Director of the Utah Department of Corrections, who is the only 
person statutorily authorized to issue policies and procedures for 
the administration of the prison. Utah Code Ann. § 64-13-2 (Supp. 
1993); Utah Code Ann. § 64-13-13 (Supp. 1993). 
WHEREFORE, Respondent respectfully requests that this Court 
deny petitioner's request for relief. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS ^^T^day of August 1993. 
JAN GRAHAM 
Utah Attorney General 
Jfemes H. Beadles 
Assistant Attorney General 
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CERTIFICATE OF PERSONAL DELIVERY 
I certify that on the 4v ^  day of August 1993, I caused to be 
delivered a copy of the foregoing ANSWER TO PETITION to the office 
of: 
Alan R. Andersen 
185 S. State Street #1300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147 
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doe? rcc prov ide lor s i i ^ l i r i imotes not ccn~\nc>^ p v r s j j r j t t3 sc.'d Compact. 
1
 ^  • EP ICAL <H ::i'!r£S 
!c»il ip.okiCO'j from the i»M<Ji i'j V.Jile -Jidl . r ece ive Such n w d i c a l , 
p s y c h i a t r i c a id dan1;-)! t r c a t n e n t *>s may Oc necessary to safeguard tne<r h e a l t h 
and r.rcmote n e i i " .r-UjUS iite'it as se! f - s jppcr t»ng wniJwr; cf :h« cornun i ty upon 
r e l e a s e . Unless un en#*'qencv ?s i'lvO'.vcw*, ine r e c e i v i n g s ra re shaH contact 
the s c . d i n q ^t<:tti tor advance a . i rhor iLy in w r i t i n g oe fore I n c u r r i n g med J ca 1 , 
p s y c h i a t r i c , cr der:*al «y.fo^*^ Tor which che ".ending i r a t e i* r i p e n s io lc unuor 
the terns of '.his contract . . :»-. any ernergcv.y, t r e vecetv ing 51 "»:.$: may proceed 
* i t h the r.3C'*ssory t reatment 'v'LliOdt prj.Tr a«icfc.ir :ty, l:-jt ' n every si;ch case t:">u 
reC6.'ving i<:at« sha i l nuLi fy the sending s t a t e inured i at C i y *nd f u r n i s h f u l l i n -
f o r m a t i e n regardine. r.-ie na ture o* me i l l n e s s , t i e Lypc of rr««itr.cnt co be p ro -
v i c e d and the e s t ' ^ 3 ted cost thereof ' . 
(h) When m e d i c a l , osyr.hia t r .'c or denral caro o" treatment " c * 
q u i r e * the removal of thft inmate from the i n s t i t u t i o n , t i e 'n-nute s h a l l be r e -
moved only a * t e r n o t i f i c a t i o n to the penning ?. t a t e . In rnr over t of 3r CHerjc-iCy 
which cJuc* not permit p ' i c r n o t i f i c a t i o n , the i n i t i lu t :on:» s n a i l r^oi i fy U c 
sending- s t ^ t * ns r>n>npt!y t h e r e a f t e r ns ;;rucc' c.^ b U». A3 I reccfSory precaut ions 
s h a l l be taken tu assure the S*r"e-ke£ping u * the hwuHe v n i l o he is absent f r o n 
the norndl pl / ice of conrincrr<jnt • Necessary w-ustuHuil superv is ion s ^ a l l be; p r o -
video by the r e c e i v i n g s t o l e . 
(c) &ny costs o f " i icdicol , p u y c h ' a t r i c or centa l •*crvlce sh-'il I 
bft con^id^red noma I c o i t b i n c i d e n t a l to Lh^ o p e r j i i o n or th« J f > t i t u C i o n in 
the rAcoiy i ;n j sL^rc i r -he s e r v i c e is rsnd«red by, s t a f f pcr'jonnr.l etui in r e g u l a r l y 
fna io ta i ' io j f a c i l i t i e f c oyero iea nr u t ' - i z o d by the : as : i t j t ' :•-> as p e r t of the 
heOitri or rr.rr*c.t 'n\\r\\ p nvj r»-, n th.troof and I " iho ii.r.i^tc r o ^ j ' ^ o s no S;*>oci*il 
itied i c i j r i cM, driuj?, e^ul pn'cn t v AHOS ir^et:ic i , !urrje"y or nursing C'ire in .icr. i L ion 
to th.nt COrvionly #iv«ii l / iblc on an i n f i r m a r y o a i i s . The cost of* ory spoci i i l 
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•ic.-vi^tf* f mccj icui i»;n, CC,u i J.V.'.'U , : uri] i CQ'. . ->r n.,r*ifn.> c.ir« 5 no I I JuJ .:ro-cin.'ih I e 
(.1) l r ^ , v . . - f ;-.>-u the s **<"• J i -i3 OUVJL srrTtl ^c d f fcMr . t i the 
opyur tuT" c/ "iiK- :<'>u.' Oc requi red to 3ar t ir. i p£l i: in prO'jrarfi } f O^jupat i on j^ I 
t r«i in i u<j and ,-'\:.J-J t r !a.l
 ti»- c l iter work or tf%e «njno .". i s I S as inmate:* ^f the 
r ecoiv«pg s r / i t * . Co.^pnns.ir iu.n in conrcct »o.-i w i n Jf>/ i i .ch p a r t i c i p a t i o n 
(wh^thfr- .-, $ pAy- 'vrt , i n u ' v i t i v o . Or for r.ny Olhcr t h e r a p e u t i c or t'ohdbi I i : a t i ve 
rc-aso'i) sht_J! :;o r.aic tc i f imJici cjf the sending s t a t e or tr-fi sane bas is as to 
• r C. t e i o f Lhc r : c c i v ' n g u:«-f.c. Any such 'r.mattJ* of the ?end t ry Stare h i a i l 
be subject ro tha rcnulcr' *.ork c i i s c i p l n e Tipj-:ad u^un ct l -er i n u r e p a r t i ci p.irKS 
I T rhs j ;ar t • C-J I '»••' program. Howaver, nothing CCJ-»:«3 i-ice.! hcr« in s h a l l he can-
^troftf: to p e r n i t or - , ^ u i fu any innare op 4 vener is State: to par t ic ! p j t a in 
L - j i n i n t j , if'td JS Lr i dl or e ther «*>rk, proqrum c o n t r a r y to tne icu5 of the: saadinq 
rj 131 e . 
(b) TPC roc^ iv i >\c\ s t a t e t»na I I hsvc the r i g h t :u di ' jpuaa of a i l 
products srociuLcd by *n :nutate, sha l l r e t a i ; o i l procrcecM theref rorr , cirtd sha l l 
:-car a l l cost5 Of s«iid procurer', 
( t ) in the ccse of Handicraft : or Hobbvr.rufr pmqrai*,, l\u.< inn^t.:^ 
shal l ri.ivc t h : r i ^ h t CO d i i p j S c uf the aroOuCLi* of Mi* loaor and reca in the 
proceed'.* Of any s a l e 0" h i * .-Ork ir. accorcs i t t : w i t h the ru les of the r e c e i v i n g 
SLOtC . 
r i . m sr.fPt r.E 
The rece iv ing r t a t a , a * ayunt fwf Che snnriinfl s t a t e , s h a l l have 
j - i y s i c a l c o n t r o l cvpr a no powo^ to exerc ise d i s c i p l i n a r y a u t h o r i t y Over a l l 
iaiiwrurit from si-*n»:l i rii-j S t a r t s However, nOth"ng r . j n U i nscl h e r o M •^i-nj 1 i JC con-
strued to a u t h o r i z e i>r DO m i t the m c o s i l i o n of a fyprt of ri i *r i p 1 «*w- ;>rr»hi b» f / d 
oy t^c laws of f»«*- fenc ing s t u t s -
1 / . LAWS A NO RCClJ-ATrONS 
Mm.TLc^ t . i i ' lo in Lh« CM* lady fif the rcCt i : ving StOte C . H J M be 
Cubitict io d\] iJic prov is ions o f !aw anc r e g u l a t i o n s CJPPiicyDic ro p^r^ors 
conmittod ror v i o l a c i o r i of I iu of i.hc r r .cf i iv inq s t c t e r.vt )nc.unb '. ^»t2nt v;i!h 
thO 'JC'TtOflCC M'ip(3Sf?<4. 
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"C. ACCORDS ^-;i) WPWTZ Mur ! mCC T" i V"; JTATH 
{«-) w ' " ( i i r i c i ( - ky ' ( > ' ) fl-r/5 *"ol"'>wint; t ^e :' 2C <?- p I o f .in 
i nmu t c f ro.vi ' j ' e 'Jcrvj ing *; i ~Li~ , rl'.rt r T«CC i •/ » ~.<; - ' .mrc :>hA I i ^ . j -n i -^ h an jd«:»i J«. I on 
c • i j s s i . ic-3 L Ion r'o^Of I n j i ', i n i - ^ the i.-H-j-r1 :i ^ c i a I l;3C*<i rni ,nd , ne r f f r : * ! , 
Z jy 'wli i dr r i r , i?.<1i(".ot ion rjnd \ ' C C J : k)nc i f i u d i i u j i «..."d t r .1 ' C^ t » nq the i ">S t i tuL i o r u I 
program w i i ^h hot bnt*n -ocf""™i«»wli?d . r h* r : ?a f lar , p r e f e r a b l y f t i r c ^ r v n l s c f 
S ix month - , , bur ,3: U*...v: L . M - ' u O l l y , the •'• e ee • v i mj S t e l e 5 n * l 1 F u r n i s h *J e 
Sendi 'Vi «-.«.JLC J r e p o r t g i v i M A VJIH ;u.-y o f c*C i r T , a t * ' s p r o g r e s s o l d ac jus :ment 
s i n c e the (*<st r ^ j o r r , m e l j d i - v j a -e.cr.n»rt*»r:doi. ion f o r r e t e n t i o n nr r e t u r n . A", I 
i j C i r e ^ o r r s CN i ' I ho '"nrwarcled to LPc: Sendinq ^ t a t " . 
(ii) "he jUMc i ' i n t cndcnc o r en i«»r A J M I -i •* s i r a : We hw-jd oT on 
1
 r-.T r i t u t i o n , i nj w H c i \rv\±\cj *"rum send ing ?L£Leli e f t c : : n f i n a d . s i d l ! ke«p d l i 
n s c e s s a ' y Jf.d ^ ' . r i i i p n t 'LCOf'dS CGncer" i nq s j c h i n m * t « * :n a manner agreed 
becween rhi» s^ad inr j "ri<j r e c e i v i n g j t a r o s - D j r i . r j the i n m a t e ' s COnL I nuance i n 
*.;i<2 i v.»t ! t JL "-^'V L'iff Send in-:) aracv"1. 5haU ae « n t i l l e d I U ' ' e c e i v e , J..J upon 
r e q u e s t s h j i l u<2 F i j rn isheo w i t h c o p i e s o f any such r e c o r d o r r e c o r d s . Upon 
t e r m i n a t i o n o f CGrtf i r .er icnl .'n t he i r u t i t u t i 00 , t h e : j n d i n t j - iLJ te G r a i l r a c e i v n 
:hc coup le r ' J f i l e o f the. i w u i t G . But »oi.hir.q i c r ^ i n m n t a i f : * r l shn i 1 he c v i -
i i t r u c d t o p r e v e n t t!»c e e e i v i n y s i .u :e or *nv ; > b : i t u t < o n t h e r e o f pi*o<n keep ing cOp"e 
o f <iny ?ucft r e c o r d or raccrds i^po- ond a f t e r rcri . i i n a t i or o f cui»F in^^nen t • 
13 • "*£itQVAl. r3Crt IHST<T'JTluN 
An i nrmrr« f"ro*> tUo r cnd in 'T Gtar.? leq...! 1 y co.Mfi;T^cl ' n rn€ 
ift»f.. t u t ion? ur the r c t e t w i n y i t .r i ' ;c a n a l - no t no rv-ro* ,ed t i * e r e f : u i ' ; by c r y ueroon 
v i i t h O u t On e r e e r f -um thf l «en«J i 00 ?:0CO. Tl-i < i Sabci»v i a i un s ^ d l l n o t a p p l y t o an 
••j:tc.-qr\ncy n*c«3$5 * .OL i r;ij rJ*o i nii«cd i <» te rannv -u o f tr*e ' n r< l t c fo<" r c d i c a l . u e n t i l 
o r p s y r n i a r r t r . t r r n i m o n i t.-r . i t ^ c " : / J to« t roplu» o r (tond i L i:*>ri prvst>f?i: J ng immincn' . 
d j n y c r LU the ' j j i ' r t y c t cho inmat'3- I 'i the - a i e o " -r>y r?iTov*j I f o r sucn cin 
cr ' iert jcnoy c a u s e , tNe roce iv i . - iQ 5 t 3 t o ?n.i I I i n f o r m the scnd iny : u » : c o f *hc 
whereabou ts c f Li«e !-'f»dto or i n n o t s ? ?o rcn'Ovi-j nr, t«vj car l i c i - i t c r a c t i c j b l c 
t ' i e , ci'id :>h«il* c x c r c l s * * n i l r.i.kaOnable C O - G f o r r i r . s j f c k c c u i n;; j n d cuSLOily 0 t f 
such uui^ i te u r ;n . ' i \ i reu. 
2i1. HEARI'jr.S 
The r - c c n i v ' r q !»t«t»2 Slwi l l p r o v i d e JcJey.j«tc f/?.u * ' »'t "cs fo" 
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.i/iv h i v j r ' r c r ny nc t"»»>r i t ' ca o f i i» j SO;><:»n<j ^ u r c , f o v^ . ' c ' i «»n !~;iat<: m,w be: 
o »t i LU; :J by 'JV I r-; <v~ p,- jC i f l i n-.} *tC.t<3« lj*\v:tt i hu roq-.itV- t o*" "ML. sr\a<J i ;TJ 
i t " i t . . I'c . j jci iOf M . es or cho r o c i r i v i 'uj S M U >vi j ! ';._• O d t h o f i / n r i t~ .IMG • • ' i l l 
C C u J j . i .ir>/ :>ii<:n hi--. •" if <jo, nr 'cpdre Drd j j j f c r i : C"ic r e c o r d nf ?a iu h e d r i r q s , 
t o c m i r n v t '• x.\\ -ir.y ••'.•.;-j-;i; .cn-jfit i on^ c i r?kr i ^ . * ; i ng sr r ir. i a l «•. , t o i:w- n f r ^ c ~r 
o f f J c a r s or tN*. ' . . c id ing jcu to . ! o ! \ , r e v;nom rK> h c u r i t v j V-OLICJ N ive :;-j'jn - * d , i f 
i t n j d r.ikc-«". ' j l - ' iut i 'n L'NJ ui»r«1(ivj > c a t « , 
2
 ' * I > 'TC" » l 'rST I ~ ; T I 0;: f lL TRAMSTFa 5 
f l c r . n : h-»Ut.,'Jin« r» *»y » j rov!«."nn h e r o i n t o the* con:r , " i i "y , this 
f o c c i v i i v j ' ; : O M r.iay t r j n s ? c p nn i n n a t e f ''Cn». enn i n s t i t u t i o n under i t s c o n t r o l 
t j Or>otrx»r w ' u i i v o r i t Jcu 'v i i u e h J c l . i c n a )(">>'<JL'';- i*i c s . NOl ica or such t r a n s f e r 
s r . i l l i Mimes '-3 -' i l y t>f* Sc'!t l-J the s e n c i i l e.t^i IL: . 
22 . £SCAPF 
• , J ^ I > .TI»> sue I* I n n a t e 5h« • I e>i*if»e c rnm cus tody in the ' t c e i v i n g 
S t O t c , t h a t r e c e i v i n g l t d re w i l l u:»e a l ! r o a s o n u o l d i ^ a n s to r o f . a p t u r c t i c i n m a t e . 
T ie esc^ j je •.-»-.<* I \ I'l re3.ir.L-r. i;i.nc»d ia te ly CO the snnn i r . ' j « t a t j . ~r«» r e c i i v n c 
SC^tc i n n | I hovft f»v» .v i ; i i« j ry r e s p o n s i b i l i t y f u r a i d a u t n o r i c y ro d i r e c t t.v»c p u r s u i t 
•ird r c t ' 3k l i r . j o f Lf'<! i r ^ e s w i t h i n i t s oun t e / T i t o r y . Any c o s r s in c o n n e c t i o n 
i h a r e w i Lh s n a i l os c h a r g e a b l e t o and b o r r a ny t h e rc:cc. t • i riy r / t d r c . 
2}, UHATH OF IM.MATE 
(a) r Cha ave . i t o f th« dAr i th *jf on ?nmat« Fro"n a sen ' j i ' i y i ; « i t e , 
the .wr!.-jivjl c y a n ' n e r . - o r o n * * ' o r o rM^r o f f i c i a l " a v i f u ; the d t j t t o s of4 Such an 
0.f'f i r f . r ' : i rnu j u r i 5J *C •: ion shs i I bu n o t i f i e d . Ths seed ing i t n t e s i ' . i T r n r . c i v e 
COp»L-s o f *:ny r c c c r d s ^5cJc a t or i n c o n n e c t i o n w i t h r*LC.h n o t i f i c a t i o n . 
(t>) Tho i n s t i t u t i o n io t"»c r ^ c e ' v i t ^ s ; , n ^ --hi: I I i>ned - ' I t e l y 
n o i i f y the send ing s ta t« j o f : r re i icat l» o p ^n i n n i j i : s , " j . - ^ js i> r<rornio.: fon as 
t *cq^c*r .^U, oiid f o f l : > i t l ' « ina t r u e t i OnG o f :h«j ^ e n d i r e .>;:iite w i t h r e g a r d t o t i c 
d i & ^ u & i t i n r of t n e body . The boay 5haM n o t t c »*Glnu!»ed exr .eo i en or; i i»r n f tkTG 
^pprop." , ' j r ^ o f f i c i a l * o f the; send ing o ta to . . A l l e x p e n d s r o i . j t i v o Co «my 
it^i-^if.^^ ( y j r ? p i j r o w ion o f rhe body nnd i h i p n a n t o r c x p r o s a charges ^hd t I b.-» n . i l j 
by m e ScnJ ' r .g 5 t 0 t c . The i»<»nd i r>g one r«ca i v J aq s i d t ^ i nay a r - w i g e t o have the 
rsT-ciulr ivj i t - i l c rakf? Cu"c o " the b u r ' f J 1 j n d a l l ^ lO t t c ra r e ' e t o d o r i n c i d e n t a l 
t i u f , c l o and j l i ?tt«".r cx^enao6 ; r. h n 3 I be p n i d iiy tht* l e n d i n g S t a t e . The :><'ovii> iuns 
o f vh i ' j c a r u g r j p l i s l i o l l - j ave 'n o. t ly rn« r e l a t i o n ^ botween or oriung the part-y 
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StvjLc- find s t - j i i ^O' wirFucl i!»t» f i . i : > i | i L y 0 T n*iy -(j'J1.. iv». -ir O'-hcr pcrcor. for 
cK? d i j(JtJ.-. i r lor <:." :hc O o t c - s t o ui f o r :. y e.vjcr^ses uO'irtccL-c u;iero.-;i : h . 
(u) ""i'e '.-.end it'cj \ I J L C 5 i ^ l ! r e c e i v e *: r.::r r i f i . v l <.*..>py u" rm; 
;OQ .!. r / :r i" "<:;i|:i» «-:-.r any o f : i u J .•«;;** t c J .V 10 '••IV_* <ii?<J • . / h i ' j i i :ho r r c c i v -tj 
*>La' r. 
'•''•• ^ ° ' '
r i
- ' * .FS A*/C C X ^ r ^ ^ S 4TTEN'DAfr din>j ,':Cl F/.SE 
7 "it* yrnv i r. .On or c l o r i i r.r: ' g r a f f i t i * * ."--.d any o t h e r s u p a l i o j 
upon r e l e a s e o f an I n . w : : sha l ! .^-j a i L!IC e x p e n s e cT rjte s e e d i n g stoLO and shdl 1 
0<5 Jr. 3Ccorf1;vH".«5 v/. tin ! t S dv/S. 
'
5
- •^•"••K;tjG Of M'lATES 
'he r j c ^ i / i i g s t a l e w i l l de l t v * r "m^ o : b. i id irrr.jcas CO the 
j :rocar o"4' i c J j I s :?f i'K» n i^v: • ri'j >>t^t^ ju^n demind nrtde CO T"»c r s e e i v i r g 5 L O U * 
und p r c - j - i - £ t > "i: '..;!" ' > * f i - ( i l '>'r i t t e n j . J t n o " i'..y t o r e c ' l . v u i u f d iunat-ua. 
The «;<j-ir.iprj 5C3-C * ; ) • rt?to'<o any in .uara, upon l l i * r e q u e s t c f 
too. r ^ o e i v ' n q ^ d i l c , v* i L l"- in r . i r j t v (1'C) rlfly* .--ftar r<«c*?<Pt o f tin* *ftf|ucSt t o 
rc - taka . 
In c:.n*3 I re convni '.nunc u r d e r wr>"ch any o f fcoid in d t c S i s 
i c r i m n q t e d fur « r y r e a s o n , : n e sor .d ing s t a t a af|re.e* to . icccpL d e l i v e r y of r.ht* 
p r i s o n e r m the i n i c i r u L * o n o f CMC r e c e i v i n g s:«j:ft, .".IH. at 113 e x p e n s e r e t u r n 
hirr CO (.he j u r i s d i c t i o n o f t h e Sanding 5 l a r n . 
7 6 . P'lQTr,KAPH'NG AKD PLBUCtTV 
1 -s r i : u t i j o a l or o t h e r o f f i c i a l s o f the feze'^nv; a t a t a 5«~t* j ' nor 
0c. iiuti'.Ot'; 7.id CO fv!er;sr ' p u ' i l i c . T y c o n c e r n Joy i m v i t c - frofA the s e n d i n g ' U n t e . 
They shu I I or.: f e l e d s e pcfiaOrnf h i s t o r i e s o r ?liO:oqr«ipn?. o f s t c n ir.fl'ntCO Or 
i n f o r m a t i o n c e n e n r n • r g thai*- a r r i v a l o r d e p a r t u r e o r p e r m i t rcvori'zrz or 
photctjro^ricri i t o ir n e r v i e r or : ? h o t o g r j j h «>» ch inmate 4 . n e q u e s t * ^f-r i o f c r t f u l i o n 
" e q n r d ! n«i innujciiK C «i#»n»-l"n9 f - l a t a s sho^l be ra f o r rue to the a e n d i n q srarcs . 
i l n w c v c r , frf"»f t u i t i o n of put>l »C rc icurJ , iJCO <:S i e n r n n c c d«j:a o r f r.f'onnac lun 
c o r c e n i n q :hc i:r.r.-po J * rin rnmuLc 'nny be q i v e n dir-eCLly *o t"i«"v pre OS by th*3 
rcrfcilvinQ u r a t o . Tha r e c e i v i n g st?*to may p h n t o n r u p h i-imfltos from t IP S i*r o i r«-4* 
S l J t e a s <n r icars of idc i i i ' f f t J r ic:n ft ir o f f i c i i n*;o o n l y . 
I"» O d c i t ' o r ) t o c 0 5 t ar»<] rc» i Titan runmer L ro<tuifcd bv OLlinr orrjvi 5 i ons 
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Droviiiunr ' ^r Lh i * COnt.rMc!, too )«.:r,iiif:<j '.^Aic: MiO.ll yoy to '•'•*«' rr.ro. iv Jnq 
'; UUO !-« ";'" C-->.'',ly> C'Cjr^.rr .-if.-J r;:in.)ll i . u c i . i n sr" - j j i U <JJV; *e'*i t^ : v u r.e 
." sju o«iu.2; :-> L.IC i M i v ii.u.-i I " i*.-.. t : jci jn LU i / cosr ufi'r.h i» the local of il-.o 
pr«»viOwJ •»<""?) v jur ' s o.'vj r j r *. uj CA.'.Onifi >f* fw» i n s t i t u t i o n ~ « v i dec ->y !r*e 
averoje •Mir,' yv-sri.* 'trior of chj i na t i c .it ion fltrj tc.h.cod LO A CJ J I 1 y c o s t , except 
cnot t i e ft! "MM I i I-.", no r»j hurjur Somont if there 5:» an e«.|us? *xv;licjr.ij<: of pr i soners 
heiwaer. rh<« <;o;r. r JC.L . no s^ji'."Jr ^0r the dL^ot'icn o~ rhp. period of .?xciance . 
'''he se-.^irvj !.rn(.t S^nl' be h i l l e d quarterly ror tl;C Cu5r. 
?fi . IKANSPCPTAT' :il 
Ary nrd * ! ! r^sts of tranofurtdt»on irc-yi : «d nr for to admission 
lo cir i.i*, t : tut i>T in ir« r- .^civi ig Grate, <*rtc! irar^porta:: ion «u t i e f ine or , er 
.-as on ' r - i cj 'J r r 10 reloads or U"Scn^»^G, condi t ional or o therwi se , 5 hja II be 
ii-.ir-jcj *o serdimj j - .o te . 
Tno fc-r.c (v ir.c stO':a w i l ' c • • I ihe sending 5 LO to CuJrtftriy onti 
.•* imburionjcir w i l l be flOdo ns soon df tcr ih« rcc'.-iet of"' b i i l i n y as the various 
s t o i c a$'2nL\&i u*. ft afc'o to process rho CIIO.'T, 
^
C>
 ^ F ^ r m i B ' l l T i C S TOP, LFJAL PP-OfJiSOMCS 
The bftrdinq .;tate undertakes to dlfcnd any ac t ion ar proceeding 
involyi-nj rhe custody of ar y of ?is inmates. The receivinc. srate siidll oe re-:nbufS*< 
lor o.>y rxp^ise i t rruy incur in cor/ruction t hfircwi th. Toe rncc ivinc; 5tJtc 
fifjreas '-0 .l^rcnrt ar.y jcLion or prr,cccdiriu urisi-ia, out of corMnomenr in rhe 
rectfivinc s u u s or nvo'vir. .} '.(tip loyecS of :i:o rece iv ing s r a t o . 
3 j ' ^ f C * M l R£LA Tl QMS 
N'Oihirg in t h i s contfJcc sli.il "* bo construed tc a f f e c t the 
i.trftr'na) J"'jl at ions »i p-. Lctwacn UJ ji'or.9 Lhe r,otl\ itOLc;i nc<\ t^ei'* su^'J i vr siiors , 
i*>'fleers, depflftnent or dg«ncioS, b i t each aarrr a ta te undertakes ^nd jck.ionJodqcs 
l i e b i l i l y card respond i J i j 1 ty for rmj<inq euch otl^er p^rty Stare u i o l e in rcap^cr. 
of any o b l i g a t i o n imposed :»uon i t by or pjrsu.mf to t^ >•* contrac t . 
CCCG6 
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IN WITNESS WHE'FGK, cnft n i v i o r * i cnc J d u ' y . r r . n o r i z n c ^ f i . c r A lu-wc 
>uhs«. :' '-,»• J L h t i r rv. ,u6 ur . v i o l " J- '^ t r . - I K O o f If'.'Vi ,m-J '.:-:: ^ j U -j f 
A r k a n a a * 
STATE OF UTA»-
UTAH STAT«- l>i'«/)^;0N' OF C O ^ C T l C h S 
•.«i 1 1 ' cni 7 . M » l ' i < e n . 0 Tree t o r 
STATF OF ARKANSAS 
ARKANSAS DEPARTMtNT OF CORPECTIOH 
\ VK^*--^ 
'Jim Mabry, Director V 
C C C C 7 
Contract between the Utah State Department cf Social Services, 
Corrections , and 
State o£ Arkansas . 
Contract Term: 3/1/78 - Teminatlon Contract £ 
APPROVED; 
Department of Social Services 
APPROVED AS TO AVAILABILITY OF FUIIDS: 
Date 
Budget Officer 
APPROVED: 
/ftf?£&£~-2. Date 
CJe?a«*titrgnt o f Finance 
C C O C S 
SIGNATURE PAGE - STATE APPROVAL 
